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From: Butler, Kevin [Kevin.Butler@lakewoodoh.net]
Sent: Friday, July 10, 2015 1:39 PM
To: Anderson, David; Bullock, Tom; Juris, Shawn; Madigan, Mary; Marx, Cynthia; Mary Madigan;
Nowlin,Ryan; O'Leary, Sam; Strachan, Shannon; Summers, Mike; Siley, Dru; Pae,Jennifer
CC: 'Smyers, Robyn Minter (Robyn.Smyers@thompsonhine.com)'; Greenwald, Cathryn
Subject: RE: Hospital matters: a general update

Confidential Attorney-Client Communication: Do Not Forward
 
Councilmembers, Mayor, Directors,
 
Please do not share this email.  It is privileged and confidential.  Prior to Council’s
Committee of the Whole meeting Monday night, here’s an update on our status related
to the proposal before you:
 
New master agreement: Robyn continues to work with Mike Meehan on the Clinic’s
drafting and coordination of a proposed definitive agreement, most importantly the
attachments to that agreement which would form the basis for much of the deal.  It bears
repeating we are not negotiating a new agreement at this point.  We continue to wait for
Huron’s work to be completed, even in phases (see below), and of course we must
continue to work with and hear from all of you to form, with our consultant’s and
attorneys’ input, our key negotiating points.  Robyn and Cathryn Greenwald will be in
attendance Monday and can provide a fuller update.
 
Huron Consulting’s work: Huron Consulting continues its work on our behalf and has
prepared a draft report that remains a work in progress.  The draft encompasses much of
the first phase of Huron’s consultancy.  John Bodine indicated to me that other sections
are being developed as Huron works through each other phase – for example, with
respect to Subsidium’s analysis and process and the hospital’s financials – but those
other sections wouldn’t be available by Monday.  I anticipate sending out the report later
today, when I’m expecting it from Huron, so you can review it prior to Monday evening. 
John will participate in our meeting by phone (he’ll be in Dallas) and will give us an
update on his work, the path ahead for Huron Consulting, and some of the early key
conclusions that firm has reached.
 
Litigation: In Graham v. City of Lakewood, the lawsuit filed as a taxpayer action, three
significant things have happened since my last update.  First, the city has asked Judge
O’Donnell to order the plaintiffs to post a bond in a higher amount that would protect the
city against any losses, including potential attorney fees, should the litigation delay any
of our work.  A bond is required in taxpayer actions to guard the public against
haphazard claims and lost time and money.  The plaintiffs posted a paltry $100 bond
when they filed the complaint and we’ve asked that it be increased, at the judge’s
discretion, to somewhere closer to $250,000. 
 
Next, the plaintiffs unsuccessfully sought this week an emergency order, based on Dr.
Kilroy’s affidavit, that would force LHA and the Clinic to return the hospital to pre-2010
status quo in terms of its services, employees and equipment.  On the same day the
plaintiffs made their request, the court found that they did not meet the test for
emergency injunctive relief.  The judge set a fuller hearing for August 13, which may or
may not go forward depending on how he rules on the briefs to be filed in the case.  Part
of the motion seeks an order stopping you from deliberating over the hospital, a request
against which we’ll vigorously defend you.
 
Finally, the defendants will file a joint motion to dismiss the case today, which I’ll also
attach in a follow-up email.  Although it’s long, it’s a good read and the work of many
able hands.  If this motion is granted, which wouldn’t happen until, I suspect, at least
mid-September, the case would be thrown out entirely.
 
Incidentally, I’ve heard that some councilmembers have received a few oddball
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anonymous calls lately about the litigation—one apparently alleging the city has set
aside a pool of money for the Clinic’s use to settle the lawsuit.  That’s a doozy, and as
you might have guessed untrue.  If you have any questions about the case just let me
know.
 
Real estate:  Dru is awaiting formal word from our outside appraisers on the valuation of
the city-owned properties that constitute a portion of the proposal before you.  I
anticipate he’ll have a better update by the time he next presents to COW, and perhaps
documents to share by then as well.  He can also discuss Monday his progress on
visioning for the hospital site should it become developable.
 
Communications strategy: I know you’ve been working on formulating a
communications strategy.  I can tell you the Mayor is working on this as well, and he can
further update you on Monday.  It remains a work in progress but I think there are a few
emerging ideas (and new people involved) that will prove helpful for this initiative.
 
Have faith in this process and be proud of your work.  Expect a follow-up email from me
later that attaches the documents I reference.  Otherwise, see you Monday in Committee
of the Whole.
 
Kevin
 
Kevin M. Butler, Director of Law
City of Lakewood | Law Department
(216) 529-6034
kevin.butler@lakewoodoh.net

 

From: Butler, Kevin 
Sent: Monday, June 22, 2015 12:22 PM
To: Summers, Mike; Siley, Dru; Pae, Jennifer; Anderson, David; Bullock, Tom; Juris, Shawn; Madigan,
Mary; Marx, Cynthia; Mary Louise Madigan (mlmadigan9@hotmail.com); Nowlin, Ryan; O'Leary, Sam
Cc: Smyers, Robyn Minter (Robyn.Smyers@thompsonhine.com)
Subject: Hospital matters: a general update

 
Confidential Attorney-Client Communication: Do Not Forward
 
Councilmembers, Mayor, Directors,
 
Please do not share this email.  It is privileged and confidential. 
 
I hope you had a nice weekend.  Prior to Council’s Committee of the Whole meeting
tonight, here’s an update on our status related to the proposal before you:
 
Other healthcare systems: You may by now have read the developments from last
Friday, namely that MetroHealth’s Dr. Boutros sent Mayor Summers a letter that day
(attached) indicating his system is not interested in running Lakewood Hospital as an
inpatient facility.  (Here are links to articles on this update, from Crain’s and
Cleveland.com.)  At the same time as that letter came to us, I received a copy of a letter
(attached) from the Cleveland Clinic’s chief of staff, Dr. Donley, to Dr. Boutros, reassuring
Dr. Boutros that the Clinic would not stand in the way of MetroHealth submitting a
proposal for the site.  Dr. Donley’s letter is of less consequence now, and I’m not sure
how the two letters interrelate, if at all, but nonetheless I view this is as a fairly significant
development.  Note: Part of the scope of Huron’s work is to determine whether
Subsidium’s process might have yielded additional suitors for the operation of a
healthcare facility in Lakewood.  That won’t change with this news.
 
New master agreement: Robyn and I have been in conversations with Clinic and
Lakewood Hospital Association attorneys about the timing of the drafting a new master
agreement, always sure to caution the other parties that the city must complete its due
diligence process before we decide to engage in negotiating a deal.  Huron’s and your
input would, of course, be important contributions to this work if it came to pass.  In the
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interim, we’ve requested updates to the master agreement from the Clinic, to the extent
the Clinic would propose to adjust certain items (for example, the location of the new
family health center).  We’ve also requested a listing of attachments to the master
agreement and who the Clinic proposes would draft each of those documents.  We have
no attachments at this point; they’re nothing less than essential to giving us all an
understanding of the deal being proposed. 
 
Huron Consulting’s work: Huron Consulting has begun its work on our behalf.  It’s
expected we’ll have the first deliverable from Huron – the firm’s views on healthcare
trends – this week.  By July 15, we should have the result of Huron’s work with respect to
Subsidium’s engagement and the analysis of the definitive agreement’s financial
covenants.  By July 22, we should have the result of Huron’s work on Lakewood Hospital’s
financial position and management fees, including a comparison with industry
benchmarks.  
 
Litigation: We’ve obtained a transcript of the pretrial conference from the June 4 hearing
in Graham v. City of Lakewood before Judge John O’Donnell.  I’ve attached the transcript
for your review on the off chance you’d find compelling a bunch of lawyers talking.  We
continue to work through the claims process with our insurer, Trident, in order to
minimize our expense defending the lawsuit.  Meanwhile, we’ve retained Brzytwa, Quick
and McCrystal LLC to join this department in defending the suit.  Motions to dismiss from
all defendants are due by July 10, and it’s expected all defendants will file such motions. 
The plaintiffs would have until the second week of September to file responses to those
motions.
 
Real estate: The appraisal of the medical facility at 850 Columbia Road, ordered and
paid for by its owner, Lakewood Hospital Association, is in and was shared with us on
Friday.  I’ve attached it for your review.
 
See you tonight in Committee of the Whole.
 
Best wishes,
 
Kevin
 
Kevin M. Butler
Director of Law
City of Lakewood | Law Department
12650 Detroit Road
Lakewood, OH 44107
(216) 529-6034
(216) 228-2514 fax
kevin.butler@lakewoodoh.net
www.onelakewood.com
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From: Butler, Kevin [Kevin.Butler@lakewoodoh.net]
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2015 2:37 PM
To: Anderson, David; Bullock, Tom; Juris, Shawn; Madigan, Mary; Marx, Cynthia; Mary Madigan;
Nowlin,Ryan; O'Leary, Sam; Strachan, Shannon; Summers, Mike; Siley, Dru; Pae,Jennifer
CC: 'Smyers, Robyn Minter (Robyn.Smyers@thompsonhine.com)'; 'Greenwald, Cathryn'
Subject: RE: Hospital matters: a general update
Attachment(s): "Graham v. Lakewood - transcript 07072015.pdf", "Proposed Charter
Amendment 07162015.pdf"

Confidential Attorney-Client Communication: Do Not Forward
 
Councilmembers, Mayor, Directors,
 
Please do not share this email.  It is privileged and confidential.  Here’s an update on our
status related to the proposal before you:
 
New master agreement:  Our work in last Monday’s committee meeting tightened the
schedule so you now know when you’ll weigh in on the strategic negotiating points in the
event we proceed to negotiate with the Clinic.  You all should have received the updated
meeting schedule from Monique, and it’s also posted here. 
 
Huron Consulting’s work: John Bodine of Huron Consulting will be here to present on
August 17 and will have released his firm’s report beforehand, in accordance with the
updated schedule.  We saw an article this morning in the ABJ, reporting on a talk from
the Summa system’s CEO, that seems to confirm some of the materials we’ve read in
Huron’s phase-one report.  (“At Summa, Malone said, the focus is shifting from hospital-
based services to efforts that coordinate all the care patients seek from a variety of
providers, primarily on an outpatient basis.  ‘This is why I went to medical school,’
Malone said. ‘This is a better model of care.’”)
 
Litigation: In Graham v. City of Lakewood, the lawsuit filed as a taxpayer action, the city
and other defendants are working on a written response to the plaintiffs’ motion for an
injunction and preparations for the injunction hearing tentatively scheduled for August
13 in Judge O’Donnell’s courtroom.  Not much else to report there. 
 
I have attached for your edification, however, a transcript of the July 7 conference
between Judge O’Donnell and several of the attorneys on the case, after which the judge
denied the plaintiffs’ motion for emergency temporary relief.  I wrote to you about this
last Friday.  Through their lawyer, Chris DeVito, the plaintiffs in essence asked the judge
to order LHA and the Clinic to run the hospital as it was run prior to 2010, a request the
judge found to be fraught with peril.  One exchange is telling in that it gives you a peek
into the minds of the plaintiffs, who must genuinely believe an alternative operator will
step in to run the hospital at their request:
 

THE JUDGE: “Essentially, I really think what you're asking is that the hospital be
appointed to the equivalent of a receivership.”
 
MR. DeVITO: “That's where I was going to go. I think the appropriate procedure is
to order the specific performance [i.e., to force the parties to keep running the
hospital]. If they fail to abide by that, then we can find our own hospital
administrator, take over LHA and we will run it as a hospital.”
 

Real estate:  Dru has sent you the brokers opinion of value and facilities assessments
related to the parking garage, community health center and professional office building
on the west side of Belle.  He is scheduled to speak before you on July 27.  I do not
believe an executive session is in order for this meeting.  I’ll be out of the country at the
time, for what it’s worth, back on August 1. 
 
Communications strategy: You’ve seen the Mayor’s latest Observer piece debunking
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the claims that he has plans for a recreation center on the hospital site.  His work on a
media strategy continues.  Know that I’ll begin coordinating with you and the Council
office the “facts as we know them” piece for distribution after August 17.  We’ll be
circulating drafts well in advance of that date.
 
New charter proposal:  We had heard that some contingent of the Save Lakewood
Hospital group would be seeking a charter amendment requiring voter approval of any
hospital deal adopted by Council.  Yesterday Ed Graham came into city hall with his
attorney and offered up ballot language that, if adopted by the voters, would ostensibly
do that.  I’ve attached what they submitted.  The committee now must gather signatures
amounting to 10 percent of Lakewood’s voters, and if they do you’ll be obligated to send
the issue to an upcoming election (depending on when the petitions are submitted).  It’s
possible this issue will go onto the November ballot.  In light of the confusion that could
be created among the voters, I’d strongly suggest that Council wait to send the proposed
third amended charter to the ballot until a 2016 election.  I’ve spoken with Council
President Madigan and she appears to be in agreement with me.
 
See you all Monday.
 
Kevin
 
Kevin M. Butler, Director of Law
City of Lakewood | Law Department
(216) 529-6034
kevin.butler@lakewoodoh.net

 

From: Butler, Kevin 
Sent: Friday, July 10, 2015 2:39 PM
To: Anderson, David; Bullock, Tom; Juris, Shawn; Madigan, Mary; Marx, Cynthia; Mary Louise Madigan
(mlmadigan9@hotmail.com); Nowlin, Ryan; O'Leary, Sam; Strachan, Shannon; Summers, Mike; Siley,
Dru; Pae, Jennifer
Cc: 'Smyers, Robyn Minter (Robyn.Smyers@thompsonhine.com)'; Greenwald, Cathryn
Subject: RE: Hospital matters: a general update

 
Confidential Attorney-Client Communication: Do Not Forward
 
Councilmembers, Mayor, Directors,
 
Please do not share this email.  It is privileged and confidential.  Prior to Council’s
Committee of the Whole meeting Monday night, here’s an update on our status related
to the proposal before you:
 
New master agreement: Robyn continues to work with Mike Meehan on the Clinic’s
drafting and coordination of a proposed definitive agreement, most importantly the
attachments to that agreement which would form the basis for much of the deal.  It bears
repeating we are not negotiating a new agreement at this point.  We continue to wait for
Huron’s work to be completed, even in phases (see below), and of course we must
continue to work with and hear from all of you to form, with our consultant’s and
attorneys’ input, our key negotiating points.  Robyn and Cathryn Greenwald will be in
attendance Monday and can provide a fuller update.
 
Huron Consulting’s work: Huron Consulting continues its work on our behalf and has
prepared a draft report that remains a work in progress.  The draft encompasses much of
the first phase of Huron’s consultancy.  John Bodine indicated to me that other sections
are being developed as Huron works through each other phase – for example, with
respect to Subsidium’s analysis and process and the hospital’s financials – but those
other sections wouldn’t be available by Monday.  I anticipate sending out the report later
today, when I’m expecting it from Huron, so you can review it prior to Monday evening. 
John will participate in our meeting by phone (he’ll be in Dallas) and will give us an
update on his work, the path ahead for Huron Consulting, and some of the early key
conclusions that firm has reached.
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Litigation: In Graham v. City of Lakewood, the lawsuit filed as a taxpayer action, three
significant things have happened since my last update.  First, the city has asked Judge
O’Donnell to order the plaintiffs to post a bond in a higher amount that would protect the
city against any losses, including potential attorney fees, should the litigation delay any
of our work.  A bond is required in taxpayer actions to guard the public against
haphazard claims and lost time and money.  The plaintiffs posted a paltry $100 bond
when they filed the complaint and we’ve asked that it be increased, at the judge’s
discretion, to somewhere closer to $250,000. 
 
Next, the plaintiffs unsuccessfully sought this week an emergency order, based on Dr.
Kilroy’s affidavit, that would force LHA and the Clinic to return the hospital to pre-2010
status quo in terms of its services, employees and equipment.  On the same day the
plaintiffs made their request, the court found that they did not meet the test for
emergency injunctive relief.  The judge set a fuller hearing for August 13, which may or
may not go forward depending on how he rules on the briefs to be filed in the case.  Part
of the motion seeks an order stopping you from deliberating over the hospital, a request
against which we’ll vigorously defend you.
 
Finally, the defendants will file a joint motion to dismiss the case today, which I’ll also
attach in a follow-up email.  Although it’s long, it’s a good read and the work of many
able hands.  If this motion is granted, which wouldn’t happen until, I suspect, at least
mid-September, the case would be thrown out entirely.
 
Incidentally, I’ve heard that some councilmembers have received a few oddball
anonymous calls lately about the litigation—one apparently alleging the city has set
aside a pool of money for the Clinic’s use to settle the lawsuit.  That’s a doozy, and as
you might have guessed untrue.  If you have any questions about the case just let me
know.
 
Real estate:  Dru is awaiting formal word from our outside appraisers on the valuation of
the city-owned properties that constitute a portion of the proposal before you.  I
anticipate he’ll have a better update by the time he next presents to COW, and perhaps
documents to share by then as well.  He can also discuss Monday his progress on
visioning for the hospital site should it become developable.
 
Communications strategy: I know you’ve been working on formulating a
communications strategy.  I can tell you the Mayor is working on this as well, and he can
further update you on Monday.  It remains a work in progress but I think there are a few
emerging ideas (and new people involved) that will prove helpful for this initiative.
 
Have faith in this process and be proud of your work.  Expect a follow-up email from me
later that attaches the documents I reference.  Otherwise, see you Monday in Committee
of the Whole.
 
Kevin
 
Kevin M. Butler, Director of Law
City of Lakewood | Law Department
(216) 529-6034
kevin.butler@lakewoodoh.net

 

From: Butler, Kevin 
Sent: Monday, June 22, 2015 12:22 PM
To: Summers, Mike; Siley, Dru; Pae, Jennifer; Anderson, David; Bullock, Tom; Juris, Shawn; Madigan,
Mary; Marx, Cynthia; Mary Louise Madigan (mlmadigan9@hotmail.com); Nowlin, Ryan; O'Leary, Sam
Cc: Smyers, Robyn Minter (Robyn.Smyers@thompsonhine.com)
Subject: Hospital matters: a general update

 
Confidential Attorney-Client Communication: Do Not Forward
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Councilmembers, Mayor, Directors,
 
Please do not share this email.  It is privileged and confidential. 
 
I hope you had a nice weekend.  Prior to Council’s Committee of the Whole meeting
tonight, here’s an update on our status related to the proposal before you:
 
Other healthcare systems: You may by now have read the developments from last
Friday, namely that MetroHealth’s Dr. Boutros sent Mayor Summers a letter that day
(attached) indicating his system is not interested in running Lakewood Hospital as an
inpatient facility.  (Here are links to articles on this update, from Crain’s and
Cleveland.com.)  At the same time as that letter came to us, I received a copy of a letter
(attached) from the Cleveland Clinic’s chief of staff, Dr. Donley, to Dr. Boutros, reassuring
Dr. Boutros that the Clinic would not stand in the way of MetroHealth submitting a
proposal for the site.  Dr. Donley’s letter is of less consequence now, and I’m not sure
how the two letters interrelate, if at all, but nonetheless I view this is as a fairly significant
development.  Note: Part of the scope of Huron’s work is to determine whether
Subsidium’s process might have yielded additional suitors for the operation of a
healthcare facility in Lakewood.  That won’t change with this news.
 
New master agreement: Robyn and I have been in conversations with Clinic and
Lakewood Hospital Association attorneys about the timing of the drafting a new master
agreement, always sure to caution the other parties that the city must complete its due
diligence process before we decide to engage in negotiating a deal.  Huron’s and your
input would, of course, be important contributions to this work if it came to pass.  In the
interim, we’ve requested updates to the master agreement from the Clinic, to the extent
the Clinic would propose to adjust certain items (for example, the location of the new
family health center).  We’ve also requested a listing of attachments to the master
agreement and who the Clinic proposes would draft each of those documents.  We have
no attachments at this point; they’re nothing less than essential to giving us all an
understanding of the deal being proposed. 
 
Huron Consulting’s work: Huron Consulting has begun its work on our behalf.  It’s
expected we’ll have the first deliverable from Huron – the firm’s views on healthcare
trends – this week.  By July 15, we should have the result of Huron’s work with respect to
Subsidium’s engagement and the analysis of the definitive agreement’s financial
covenants.  By July 22, we should have the result of Huron’s work on Lakewood Hospital’s
financial position and management fees, including a comparison with industry
benchmarks.  
 
Litigation: We’ve obtained a transcript of the pretrial conference from the June 4 hearing
in Graham v. City of Lakewood before Judge John O’Donnell.  I’ve attached the transcript
for your review on the off chance you’d find compelling a bunch of lawyers talking.  We
continue to work through the claims process with our insurer, Trident, in order to
minimize our expense defending the lawsuit.  Meanwhile, we’ve retained Brzytwa, Quick
and McCrystal LLC to join this department in defending the suit.  Motions to dismiss from
all defendants are due by July 10, and it’s expected all defendants will file such motions. 
The plaintiffs would have until the second week of September to file responses to those
motions.
 
Real estate: The appraisal of the medical facility at 850 Columbia Road, ordered and
paid for by its owner, Lakewood Hospital Association, is in and was shared with us on
Friday.  I’ve attached it for your review.
 
See you tonight in Committee of the Whole.
 
Best wishes,
 
Kevin
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Kevin M. Butler
Director of Law
City of Lakewood | Law Department
12650 Detroit Road
Lakewood, OH 44107
(216) 529-6034
(216) 228-2514 fax
kevin.butler@lakewoodoh.net
www.onelakewood.com
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1 (Pages 1-4)

1

THE STATE OF OHIO, )1
                   )SS:   JOHN P. O'DONNELL , J.
COUNTY OF CUYAHOGA.)2

3

                   IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS4

                          CIVIL DIVISION5

       EDWARD GRAHAM, ET AL,         )6
                                     )
                         Plaintiffs, )7
                                     )
            -v-                      ) CV-8462128
                                     )
       CITY OF LAKEWOOD, ET AL,      )9
                                     )
                         Defendants. )10

                       - - - -11

            DEFENDANT'S TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS12

                       - - - -13

       APPEARANCES:14

       CHRISTOPHER M. DeVITO, ESQ.,15

             on behalf of the Plaintiff;16

       ROBERT E. CAHILL, ESQ., on behalf of the City17
       of Lakewood; JAMES R. WOOLEY, ESQ., TRACY K.
       STRATFORD, ESQ., on behalf of the Cleveland18
       Clinic; WALTER F. EHRNFELT, ESQ., on behalf of
       Lakewood Hospital Foundation and Kenneth19
       Haber; JEFFREY R. HUNTSBERGER, ESQ., on behalf
       of LHA.20

21

22

23

24
       Jeniffer L. Tokar, RMR
       Official Court Reporter25
       Cuyahoga County, Ohio

2

1
THE STATE OF OHIO,  )
                    )SS:  JOHN P. O'DONNELL , J.2
COUNTY OF CUYAHOGA. )

3
                   IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS

4
                          CIVIL DIVISION

5
       EDWARD GRAHAM, ET AL,         )
                                     )6
                         Plaintiffs, )
                                     )7
            -v-                      ) CV-846212
                                     )8
       CITY OF LAKEWOOD, ET AL,      )
                                     )9
                         Defendants. )

10
                       - - - -

11
            DEFENDANT'S TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS

12
                       - - - -

13
             BE IT REMEMBERED, that at the MAY A.D.14
       2015 term of said Court, to-wit, commencing on15
       TUESDAY, JULY 7, 2015, this cause came on to16
       be heard before the Honorable JOHN P.17
       O'DONNELL, in Courtroom No. 18-D, Courts18
       Tower, Justice Center, Cleveland, Ohio, upon19
       the pleadings filed heretofore.20

21
22

                       - - - -23
24
25

3

          TUESDAY JULY 7, 20151

            MORNING SESSION2

                - - - -3

         THE COURT:           So we're on the4

record in Graham versus Lakewood, 846212.5

         At this point, I'm going to say most6

counsel are present.  As people wish to chime7

in or ask to chime in, we'll have everybody8

introduced on the record.9

         On July 7th, today, actually, maybe I10

should back up.  The Plaintiff is represented11

by Chris DeVito.12

         Mr. DeVito, a motion for temporary13

restraining order has been filed?14

         MR. DeVITO:          It has, Your15

Honor.16

         THE COURT:           Today, I gather?17

         MR. DeVITO:          It has and been18

accepted.19

         THE COURT:           So today the20

Plaintiff filed a motion for temporary21

restraining order and we are here on that, not22

necessarily for an evidentiary hearing, not23

necessarily for ex parte hearing, but we're on24

the record at my request, just because I'm25

4

loath to have much, if any, discussions off1

the record.2

         So, other than the affidavit of Dr.3

Kilroy, Mr. DeVito, which was signed4

yesterday, but which recites a lot of things5

that have been done while, beginning 2010, as6

I recall, what information, what evidence is7

recited in the motion for temporary8

restraining order that wasn't available when9

you filed the lawsuit roughly, I forget, one10

or two months ago.11

         MR. DeVITO:          May this year,12

Your Honor.13

         Since that time, there have been14

other things that have been recited in the15

affidavit and motion, such as the mayor and16

city sent out a letter that they're still17

considering the proposition, although it still18

requires a change of Lakewood Hospital.19

         That came out since our initial20

filing this past Monday, yesterday.  There is21

another city council meeting and the law22

director, Kevin Butler's e-mail told them that23

the city council is planning on discussing the24

proposal, although it's expired, regarding the25
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2 (Pages 5-8)

5

letter of intent which is again to demolish,1

raze, transfer services.  These things have2

occurred since then.3

         Also, Dr. Kilroy's affidavit said he4

has learned and heard other services this5

month and next month planning to be moved to6

other hospitals.  He's willing to come in and7

testify live tomorrow or Friday.8

         He tried to be as detailed as he9

could for the Court and to opposing counsel.10

Those things were since learned and not able11

to get agreement with opposing counsel as we12

talked about off the record, to kind of13

maintain status quo, we could have this14

resolved on the merits.15

         THE COURT:           That leads me to16

my next question.  According to you, the17

status quo is Lakewood Hospital and its18

situation as of 2010.19

         MR. DeVITO:          Our position,20

Your Honor, is we want to make status quo the21

last rightful position.  So, I wanted to make22

sure that we got on the record saying that I23

understand that that may take some time in24

doing.  But, in the interim, we didn't, number25

6

one, want any further wasting of the assets or1

moving of services or directions of current or2

future patients away from Lakewood Hospital3

and the rating of employees away from Lakewood4

Hospital.5

         So, at a minimum, we're seeking6

today, TRO, preliminary injunction to stop the7

wasting of the city assets any further.8

However, our position and request will be that9

the last rightful status quo would be as it10

was back in 2010 before there was any need to11

take services away.12

         THE COURT:           Page four,13

second full paragraph; wherefore, plaintiffs14

move for a temporary restraining order,15

omitting some words, to maintain and return16

the status quo as it existed from 1996,17

omitting some words, until 2010.18

         How is that even possible?19

         MR. DeVITO:          Well, as I said,20

two-fold motion for TRO.  First, we want to21

stop any further derogation and maintain the22

current status quo.  Our position is that the23

rightful status quo, the last peaceful and24

lawful status quo, goes back to 2010.25

7

         I had a short discussion with1

opposing counsel.  We were kidding about which2

year to choose.  But, I think I wanted to let3

the Court know that minimum today, we're4

seeking TRO to stop further removal of5

services.6

         However, for the preliminary7

injunction and/or permanent injunction, we8

will be seeking the return of the services,9

rightfully and lawfully before the, our10

position is, fraudulent removal.11

         THE COURT:           Let's imagine12

that we have just concluded trial and the13

finder of fact has found in your favor every14

claim in every respect.15

         How is this remedy even possible?16

         MR. DeVITO:          It's very17

possible, Your Honor.  Services are18

contemplated being moved to other hospitals.19

         THE COURT:           Your notion20

would be then that a trustee or receiver,21

whatever title you want to give the person,22

would be appointed to oversee Lakewood23

Hospital and, in part, Cleveland Clinic and24

essentially reassemble staff, reassemble25
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services, reassemble equipment so that the1

hospital is offering the exact same services,2

although maybe updated by changes of3

technology, maybe they'll actually be better,4

but the exact same services that were5

available in 2010?6

         MR. DeVITO:          Similar.  As you7

said, there are certain introductions of8

technology and things have changed, but we9

would request that there are certain10

requirements and certainly other services11

ancillary, that are needed to support those12

required services to have the hospital be13

ongoing and sustainable.14

         THE COURT:           Well, I don't15

mean to ignore the particular character of a16

hospital.  Let's imagine a shopping mall where17

the anchor tenant, Macy's, wanted to move out18

and still has ten years on their lease.19

         Can Macy's be forced to stay in20

business for ten years?21

         MR. DeVITO:          Great question,22

Your Honor.  I'm not sure I know the answer to23

that.  Again, the hospital --24

         THE COURT:           Cleveland25
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Browns' lease.  They were required to play all1

their home games at the stadium.  That led to2

a settlement.3

         MR. DeVITO:          I'm not sure, to4

answer your question.  But, I'm not sure it's5

analogous.  A hospital is required, under 139,6

before changes are made, required to give 607

day notice.  This is a lot different than a8

shopping mall.9

         THE COURT:           I understand.10

That's what I started off by saying.  I don't11

mean to suggest they are identical.  But, they12

are analogous in that the Lakewood Hospital13

Association agreed to certain conditions in14

the lease, apparently, according to the15

complaint and is no longer interested in16

abiding by those conditions and probably17

understands if it breaches the agreement, it18

is on hook for damages.19

         But, how can the relief you seek even20

be administered?  Should I be telling the21

hospital what machines they should buy or not22

buy, what doctors they should hire, not hire,23

that sort of thing?24

         MR. DeVITO:          I believe remedy25

10

can be fashioned.  I'm not sure it's Your1

Honor or to go back to the contract, documents2

that identified the required services and3

medical services that are to be provided.4

Essentially, we want them to live up to these5

terms unless there is good cause or reason to6

change.7

         THE COURT:           So, in other8

words, if a mandatory injunction saying,9

restore cardiac, restore neurology, restore10

this, restore that and then when that11

injunction is not abided by, other than12

contempt of Court, how do I force your13

opponents to actually staff the services,14

actually pay for the services, actually, I15

suppose, buy or transfer equipment and so on?16

         MR. DeVITO:          Well, I think17

the remedy is, you issue the order to do what18

they're supposed to do under the contract19

terms.  If they breach it, there is contempt20

and/or monetary damage that would flow.21

         It gives them the opportunity to22

abide by the Court order and to fulfill the23

contract terms as agreed to.24

         You're right.  I don't think they're25
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indentured servants for them to stay.  If they1

breach the contract, breach the Court order to2

abide by the contract terms, then there is3

remedies such as contempt and/or monetary4

damages.5

         THE COURT:           I recognize6

that.  But, I still don't know, I'm open to7

any answer on the question, although I sort of8

have an instinctual response or intuitive9

response, I don't know that the relief you're10

looking for is, as I said earlier, even if you11

are proven correct in any every factual12

respect, every claim in your complaint, I'm13

not sure relief, as a legal matter, can be14

entered.  In other words, I'm not sure the15

remedy you're looking for is a remedy16

available under the law.17

         MR. DeVITO:          What we're18

seeking is to have them perform under the19

terms of the agreement.  That's all we can do.20

         THE COURT:           It's one thing21

to say you agree to sell a lot of land at 9th22

and Euclid to so and so.  You breach that.23

Now I'm going to force you sign over that lot24

of land once you get your money.  It's one25
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thing to say that.  It's another thing to say1

you agree to run a hospital 30 years.  You2

agree to have this range of services staffed3

by this range of professionals.  Go ahead, do4

that.  I just don't know how, first of all, as5

a practical matter, real that is, but second,6

I'm not aware, I guess I'll say, of similar7

remedies being ordered by trial courts in8

similar circumstances in the past.9

         It would be beneficial if you find10

any cases where that occurred.11

         Essentially, I really think what12

you're asking is that the hospital be13

appointed to the equivalent of a receivership.14

         MR. DeVITO:          That's where I15

was going to go.  I think the appropriate16

procedure is to order the specific17

performance.  If they fail to abide by that,18

then we can find our own hospital19

administrator, take over LHA and we will run20

it as a hospital.21

         The city has, it was with another22

nonprofit entity and any expenses incurred23

from running it, is still obligated, as a24

member, to make sure that the cash/debt ratio25
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remains one to one.  If they choose not to1

abide by the specific terms of the contract2

and specific performance, then they'll be held3

liable if we operate at a loss, to cover those4

expenses.  We gave them the first opportunity5

to manage it, as they said themselves, in an6

efficient manner.7

         I will look for cases, Your Honor,8

for you.9

         THE COURT:           That would be10

helpful.  I think I want to know that.  As I11

said, I'm open to the possibilities.  But, it12

would be nice if those possibilities, as a13

legal matter, were buttressed by legal14

precedents, essentially.15

         MR. DeVITO:          For purposes of16

today's temporary restraining order, I think17

the order that we would seek and I can't18

remember, I have to look at the exact language19

order, I think it was more general.20

         THE COURT:           Here's what you21

asked here.  Another difficulty I have.  It is22

therefore ordered, omitting some words, that a23

temporary restraining order maintaining and24

returning the status quo -- let's stop right25
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there.  Those two things are opposites.  Well,1

they're not opposites, they're in conflict.2

Maintain the status quo means keeping things3

as they are.  Then you say, returning the4

status quo, which suggests you want to go back5

to 2010 or another year.6

         So, first of all, in order that the7

Defendants maintain and return to the status8

quo, itself, is unenforceable.  In any event,9

back to the order.  Maintaining and returning10

the status quo regarding Lakewood Hospital,11

open parenthesis, including its medical12

services, medical equipment, medical13

programming, employees, land and buildings,14

closed parenthesis and Lakewood Hospital15

Foundation assets shall be maintained by the16

Defendants until order of this Court.17

         How is that enforceable?18

         MR. DeVITO:          I guess what I19

have kept in there -- I thought maybe I took20

it out for the purpose of TRO -- we want to21

maintain, is what I'm trying to say.  I didn't22

know the returning language was in the23

proposed order.  That's what I'm going to say.24

Obviously, I was wrong.  But, for purposes of25

15

TRO, we just want to maintain so there is no1

waste, further waste or transfer of assets or2

services.  So, that language is not as I had3

anticipated to serve the Court.4

         THE COURT:           How does that5

give notice to the Defendant what they can and6

cannot do?  What if they get, for example, a7

rehabilitation patient who they think needs to8

be moved to another facility?  Would they be9

in violation if they sent that person to10

another facility, since you have, one of your11

complaints is that they plan to remove the12

rehabilitation unit?13

         MR. DeVITO:          What we're14

saying is they should not remove the15

rehabilitation per further order of this16

Court.17

         THE COURT:           I understand.18

But, let's say, there is a rehabilitation19

patient at Lakewood now, who, in his doctor's20

discretion, they think he needs to go21

somewhere else because, well, for whatever22

reason.23

         Are you saying that would be a24

violation because he'd be removing that25
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person?  They're still going to be in rehab1

somewhere, but, for whatever reason, he won't2

be there at Lakewood because of medical3

judgement of the doctors.  Is that something4

they can do or --5

         MR. DeVITO:          I don't think I6

intended the relief to do that, Your Honor, to7

take away the doctor's discretion or ability8

to treat a patient.9

         However in the broader picture, the10

services that are being currently maintained,11

that's what we're trying to stop removing12

those services in the future that are13

currently still in operation now at Lakewood14

Hospital.15

         If it reads that way, that's not what16

I intended.  Obviously, I think we all deserve17

to have a doctor's recommendation of care18

facility and treatment and referrals,19

tertiary.  What we're trying to stop is20

wasting Lakewood's assets by removing any21

further programming or medical services that22

are currently in operation now at Lakewood23

Hospital.24

         THE COURT:           Thank you, Mr.25
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DeVito.1

         Do you have a position on this2

motion, Mr. Wooley or Miss Stratford, whoever3

is going to address the Court?4

         MR. WOOLEY:          We do, Your5

Honor.6

         On behalf of the Clinic, we think the7

motion is unfounded, for a lot of reasons that8

you were looking at, Your Honor.  But, we sort9

of skipped past a step, which is whether10

they're even the right party that can seek11

this.  So, we are in the process of preparing12

a motion to dismiss, which would educate the13

Court, we believe, on the likelihood of14

success on the merits of this.15

         We don't believe that taxpayers can16

maintain these claims because we believe it's,17

essentially, sort of seeking to shut down,18

interfere with the legislative process.  There19

is case law around that we don't think they20

can do it.21

         To the Court's analogy about Macy's22

and the mall, could someone make them stay23

there in operation?  It wouldn't be people who24

like to have a Macy's in their neighborhood or25
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people who like to shop at Macy's.  So, there1

is a whole threshold issue regarding their2

standing to ask for these things, which we3

think the Court should fully consider before4

even considering the propriety of potential5

relief, Your Honor.6

         THE COURT:           I lump that in7

with likelihood of success on the merits.8

But, I understand.9

         Well, here's what I'm going to do.10

Mr. DeVito, I cannot grant this, first of all,11

as ex parte, I can't grant TRO.  I'd be happy12

to afford you an evidentiary hearing.  It13

would be a hearing on motion for preliminary14

injunction.  This is captioned alternative15

motion for preliminary injunction.  So,16

knowing my feelings on the TRO, are you17

interested in scheduling some such event here?18

         MR. DeVITO:          We are, Your19

Honor.20

         THE COURT:           Do you have some21

sort of timeframe that you would suggest if22

you had your way?23

         MR. DeVITO:          Depending on24

everyone's schedule, end of next week, next25
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Friday, if that works for everybody.1

         THE COURT:           I cannot do it2

then.  My probable date is later in July.  I3

imagine with a little discussion, we can get a4

date.5

         Mr. Wooley and, I suppose, others,6

I'm not even going to ask for the sake of7

brevity here today, I assume others have8

positions on the motion, more or less similar.9

         Mr. Wooley, how long do you need to10

file, you call it a motion to dismiss.  You11

want to dismiss the complaint.  But, do you12

want to oppose the motion for preliminary13

injunction on, more or less, the same grounds?14

         Your motion to dismiss, actually,15

isn't that due like Friday?16

         MR. WOOLEY:          We have filed a17

motion for increasing the security which tied18

up some of the motion to dismiss arguments,19

but --20

         THE COURT:           I didn't see21

that.22

         MR. WOOLEY:          Our response is23

due, I understand.  But, it seems that the24

Court will have before it our position on the25
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likelihood of success on the merits.  We're1

going to file something on the merits later2

this week.3

         THE COURT:           So, you expect4

to have your motion to dismiss in by the end5

of this week?6

         MR. WOOLEY:          We do.  That's7

the due date.8

         THE COURT:           As a practical9

matter, that would constitute some large10

portion, if not all, of your brief in11

opposition to the motion for preliminary12

injunction.13

         MR. WOOLEY:          It would, Your14

Honor.  It would include the likelihood of15

success on the merits, damages, adequate16

security and those sorts of things, Your17

Honor.18

         THE COURT:           You're welcome19

to file a brief in opposition to the motion20

for preliminary injunction that says, at least21

in part, something like, for one of the22

reasons the preliminary injunction should be23

denied, please see our motion to dismiss filed24

such and such a date.25
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         I certainly don't want you to file,1

basically, the same motion twice.  But, you2

are entitled to an opportunity to oppose the3

motion for preliminary injunction, itself.4

         How long do you need to do that?5

         MR. WOOLEY:          May I have a6

moment, Your Honor?7

         Your Honor, I think we can get a8

response specific to opposing the motion for9

injunctive relief by the 17th or 20th.  I'm10

going to guess we probably want the latter11

one.12

         THE COURT:           One would13

imagine.14

         MR. WOOLEY:          Your Honor, I do15

want to say to the Court that if we do set the16

matter for a preliminary injunction hearing, I17

don't want to represent to this Court that by18

us picking a date, that we concede there19

should even be a hearing.  I believe20

preliminary injunction relief can be denied on21

paper, but before it's granted, there has to22

be a hearing under the rules.  But, we believe23

it could be denied on paper.24

         THE COURT:           But you expect25
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to be able to oppose it by July 20th?1

         MR. WOOLEY:          Yes, Your Honor.2

         THE COURT:           Okay.  I forget3

who represented who else.  Mr. Ehrnfelt, your4

client.5

         MR. EHRNFELT:        Your Honor, I6

represent Lakewood Hospital Foundation and Ken7

Haber.8

         THE COURT:           Did he have a9

dog in this fight?10

         MR. EHRNFELT:        No.  But,11

they're in the fight, Your Honor.12

         THE COURT:           Well, if you13

wish to oppose the motion for preliminary14

injunction, in writing, by when can you do so?15

         MR. EHRNFELT:        I would follow16

the same schedule as counsel for the clinic.17

         THE COURT:           July 20th?18

         MR. EHRNFELT:        Yes, sir.19

         MR. HUNTSBERGER:     Jeff Huntsberger20

from McDonald, Hopkins representing LHA.  20th21

works for us.22

         THE COURT:           Mr. DeVito, July23

20th, as far as you're concerned, too long for24

them to oppose?25
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         MR. DeVITO:          No, Your Honor.1

         THE COURT:           So, that is2

granted.  Are you going to want to submit a3

reply brief before any evidentiary hearing?4

         MR. DeVITO:          Depending when5

we schedule it, I would, yes, Your Honor.6

         THE COURT:           Well, you get a7

sense of what issues are going to be raised,8

probably know what they were when you filed9

the motion, even without seeing their briefs10

in opposition.  What do you think, 27th or11

31st?12

         As the likely finder of fact at the13

evidentiary hearing on the motion for PI, it14

would be helpful to know exactly what relief15

you want.  Something less general than16

maintaining the status quo.17

         MR. DeVITO:          Yeah.  I think18

the problem was "maintaining the status quo",19

without itemizing all of the current medical20

services being offered at Lakewood Hospital21

and not to transfer or remove those in the22

interim.  That's really the proper order.  The23

relief I think we're seeking is for programs24

and medical services currently --25
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         THE COURT:           You want an1

order that is enforceable.  It's not2

enforceable.  It's too vague to be enforced.3

         But, you know more about what is or4

isn't offered at the hospital, what's5

threatened to not be offered and so on, than I6

do.  But, my intuition is that the more vague7

the proposed order, the less chance it has of8

being granted.  Certainly when it comes time9

to enforce it, you're going to have difficulty10

proving a violation.11

         But, that's just by way of12

suggestion.  And, we're talking about whether13

you want to file a reply brief once your14

opponents oppose the motion.  So, I mention15

the possibility of coming in with a different16

proposed order as one reason you might want to17

file a reply brief.18

         But, having said that, first, do you19

want to file a reply, having some sense of20

what the opposition is going to say and, if21

so, by which do you wish?22

         MR. DeVITO:          I believe July23

31st would be good date.  I will also submit24

an amended proposed order with more specifics,25
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based upon the Court's direction today.1

         THE COURT:           It would be best2

to give me at least a couple days to look at3

everything once it's in.4

         MR. CAHILL:          Judge, for the5

record, Rob Cahill representing the City of6

Lakewood.  In fairness to Defendants, we7

should be able to see the proposed amended8

order before we file our brief in opposition.9

Could we set the schedule so that the amended10

order is filed first, then our brief in11

opposition is filed?12

         THE COURT:           I surmised, as13

of the current state of affairs, one of your14

arguments in opposition would be that the15

Plaintiffs have requested relief that is so16

nebulous as to be unattainable.  I don't know17

for sure that would be one of your arguments,18

but I think it would be.  If it is, you may19

reply by saying something like, the proposed20

order attached to the motion was hastily21

drafted.  Here is what I really want.22

         MR. WOOLEY:          Your Honor, in23

that case, we would just ask, after he files24

his proposed order, if we may respond to the25
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proposed order in writing prior to that.1

         I want to be loud and clear, they're2

not the proper party to bring this case and3

seek this relief.  That's going to be4

initially what we're going to lead off with.5

         THE COURT:           Counsel, it's6

newly briefed.  I do, Mr. DeVito, reserve the7

right to deny it upon all the written8

materials.  But, we should set an evidentiary9

hearing.  I'm thinking the week of the 10th or10

17th of August.  Do you envision many11

witnesses?12

         MR. DeVITO:          Not many, just a13

few, Your Honor.14

         THE COURT:           Do you have some15

ballpark estimate how long you expect your16

presentation to be?17

         MR. DeVITO:          Probably an hour18

and a half.19

         THE COURT:           Cleveland Clinic20

counsel, I'll address them first.  I'm not21

sure you necessarily are the ones with the22

greatest interests in opposing the motion.23

         Anybody on the defense see, do you24

imagine any witnesses of your own if we do25
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have an evidentiary hearing?1

         MR. CAHILL:          Yes, Your Honor.2

         THE COURT:           Can you ballpark3

how long -- you represent the city?4

         MR. CAHILL:          I do.5

         THE COURT:           How long the6

city would need for their presentation?7

         MR. CAHILL:          I would8

anticipate somewhere in the ballpark of two9

hours.10

         THE COURT:           How about11

Cleveland Clinic?12

         MS. STRATFORD:       Tracy Stratford13

on behalf of the Cleveland Clinic.  Your14

Honor, I would say depending what the15

Plaintiffs presentation is, if we have to get16

into the rendering of medical services, we17

would have doctors coming in and testifying18

about how this is not in the patients'19

interests, how it does harm the patient.20

         So, that whole component how it21

harms, causes more harm, that could be hours22

worth of testimony, depending what they put23

on.  I would say 4 to 5 hours of testimony.24

         THE COURT:           Would you25
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expect, Mr. DeVito, your presentation is1

basically outlined in Dr. Kilroy's affidavit?2

         MR. DeVITO:          Generally3

speaking, yes, Your Honor.4

         THE COURT:           So you're aware5

of that.  How about Lakewood Hospital6

Association?7

         MR. HUNTSBERGER:     I would say a8

couple hours.9

         THE COURT:           How about10

Lakewood Hospital Foundation?11

         MR. EHRNFELT:        Same, Your12

Honor, although I think all of these13

timeframes seem understated.  You know how14

these hearings go.15

         THE COURT:           Right.  I'm just16

looking for a rough estimate.17

         Okay, couple days at the most.  I'm18

looking at maybe Thursday, August 14th.19

         MR. WOOLEY:          I have that as20

Friday, the 14th.21

         THE COURT:           I'm sorry, I'm22

looking right at the calendar.  It says23

Thursday the 13th.24

         I'm thinking Thursday, August 13th.25
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How are you looking, Mr. DeVito?1

         MR. DeVITO:          That's fine,2

Your Honor.3

         THE COURT:           Anybody not make4

it?5

         MR. CAHILL:          Judge, aside6

from our calendars, we've got witnesses who we7

have no idea whether they're available or not;8

mayor, city council president --9

         THE COURT:           Sometimes that's10

the case.  I prefer to get agreed dates where11

everybody knows they can make it.  But,12

preliminary injunction, by rule, is going to13

be dealt with.  So, I'm not asking you --14

here's, I guess, what I'm saying.  I reserve15

the right to force a date on you.  Let me ask16

you this.  Are you personally available those17

dates?18

         MR. CAHILL:          Yes.19

         MR. WOOLEY:          Yes.20

         MR. DeVITO:          Yes.21

         THE COURT:           If a continuance22

is needed or wanted, then file an appropriate23

motion with the appropriate reasons.24

         It would be tough to include every25
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potential participant in our scheduling.1

Let's say 9:00 in the morning.2

         Have the parties, to the extent they3

can, tried to mediate the issues?4

         MR. DeVITO:          As you heard, I5

think there is a large gap here.  They're6

saying we don't have standing, yet until the7

issues gets resolved, I don't think they're8

going to want to talk, sit and talk with us9

because they haven't to date.10

         MR. WOOLEY:          Your Honor, if I11

may.  That is not to say there isn't a process12

that's happening where people are considering13

things and city council, where people are14

showing up, talking to people to make15

decisions.16

         The proper setting and forum is17

Lakewood City Hall.18

         THE COURT:           That's why I was19

wondering whether the Plaintiffs, residents of20

Lakewood, constituents of the mayor,21

constituents of some of the various council22

members -- do the Plaintiffs have23

representatives who can speak with one voice24

for the Plaintiffs, who are interested in25
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communicating with council and the executive1

panel?2

         MR. DeVITO:          I think we have3

one or two that will be able to speak as a4

voice, for short responses.  There has been a5

motion to set security because one of the6

allegations in there was there are only 57

Plaintiffs filing the suit.8

         As the Court knows, hundreds, if not9

thousands of people have signed.  It's not10

just these "5" plaintiffs here.  There have11

been a lot of individuals and professionals12

that would review this issue on breach of13

contract that we're pursuing here.14

         Having said that, there are two of15

the Plaintiffs, I believe Marguerite Harkness16

and Ed Graham, I think both those people would17

be willing to act as, speak as one voice for18

the Plaintiff.19

         I just want to state, just so it's20

not left unresponded to, Mr. Wooley said these21

Plaintiffs are not intended beneficiaries.  I22

think the ordinance in place specifically23

designates not only the residents, but also24

the employees of Lakewood Hospital to be the25
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intended beneficiaries, going back to the1

1930's and 1950's.2

         I don't know how he can say that3

Lakewood Hospital is not an intended4

beneficiary of the residents and the5

employees, but I'll see their brief on Friday6

and be able to respond.7

         THE COURT:           All right.8

         MR. DeVITO:          Having said9

that, I'm willing to sit down and talk with10

representatives of the legislature or the11

parties' counsel, along with one or two of the12

named Plaintiffs who can speak, I believe, on13

behalf of Save Lakewood Hospital.14

         THE COURT:           Is there15

precedent, Mr. Cahill, for including16

non-council members in executive session,17

which I suppose might include discussions of18

settlement?19

         Has council gone into executive20

session on the subject of dealings with LHA21

and LHF?22

         MR. CAHILL:          Your Honor, that23

would have been done by Law Director Kevin24

Butler.  I personally have no knowledge25
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whether that's accurate or not.1

         THE COURT:           Okay.  Well, I2

guess you could deal with that, if the parties3

want to include, if council and the mayor want4

to include, outside of the regular council5

meeting, a representative or representatives6

of the Plaintiffs, in this case and discuss7

their option for the future.8

         MR. CAHILL:          I have limited9

understanding of the Sunshine Law.  I do10

believe that would be covered under one of11

these, permitting them to go into executive12

session.13

         THE COURT:           In other words,14

you think, but you're not going to assure me15

because you don't know in detail that all16

discussions about the future of Lakewood17

Hospital have been open to the public so far.18

         MR. CAHILL:          My19

understanding, meetings --20

         THE COURT:           You have been21

accused of meeting in secret.22

         MR. CAHILL:          I understand23

that.  I believe that may be more directed24

towards the Hospital Association more than25
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City council.  But, Plaintiffs have been, as1

all citizens are, have been invited and2

welcome to these meetings to discuss these3

topics with their elected representatives.  I4

know those meetings continue.5

         MR. DeVITO:          Your Honor, city6

council has said, we're considering getting7

property, we can go into executive session.8

But, at the same time, said, we're discussing9

in the executive session what we consider10

still to be the proposal from Cleveland11

Clinic, although it expired.  So, they have12

been doing both.  I think that's another whole13

issue.  They've been going to executive14

session on the issue of considering a proposal15

from the Cleveland Clinic that has been16

expired and they say they're going into17

executive session considering sale of land,18

too.  But, it's more than just that.  They19

should not be using it as a stronghold to go20

into executive session on this issue.21

         THE COURT:           Wouldn't22

executive session be allowable if part of the23

discussion was to consider their next move in24

connection with the Lakewood Hospital25
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Association and/or Cleveland Clinic1

Foundation?2

         MR. DeVITO:          I think you can,3

in certain circumstances, go into executive4

session.  What we're trying to do is to open5

the doors, have a dialogue.6

         THE COURT:           I may have7

gotten onto a sidetrack.  I shouldn't have.  I8

only mention it because I was thinking about a9

council meeting with one or two residents who10

also happen to be Plaintiffs here and whether11

Plaintiff counsel can do that without allowing12

any other residents, who have interest, to be13

present.14

         In other words, if the parties were15

specifically mediating this lawsuit and by the16

parties, I mean, in this case, the law17

director or the mayor and I think you18

mentioned at least one council person.19

         MR. DeVITO:          Just the mayor.20

         THE COURT:           I thought you21

named a member or more of council.  Maybe22

that's not a problem, then.  The mayor can23

meet with anyone privately, right?24

         MR. DeVITO:          Executive25
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session?  I'm not quite up on that law.  I'm1

not going to --2

         THE COURT:           My off-the-cuff3

guess is that he can meet with whoever he4

wants, without including everybody else in the5

meeting.6

         I might also suggest, his name comes7

to mind because he's former counsel for8

Cleveland Clinic Hospital, that the parties9

might benefit by the services of, Judge Jim10

McMonagle.  He comes to mind as a person who11

might be able to, I hate to use the term, who12

might be able to talk some sense into both13

sides, if you want to get --14

         MR. WOOLEY:          Your Honor, I15

will just add, this is part of the process.16

There is, as I understand it, also a group of17

people very much behind the other side of this18

issue, citizen group of people who, if they19

were disappointed with the way they thought it20

was going, I don't think they would have21

standing, either, to bring the case right now22

either.23

         And, if you are to suggest that, I24

know you're suggesting, you're not ordering,25
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we have some obligation to mediate with this1

group of folks before the legislative process,2

then that other group is sort of like carved3

out.4

         So, I think our position is still5

that while the process is working, I6

understand there are city council meetings7

this week with a lot of people from both sides8

of the issue talking to, still, undecided city9

council persons that, while we appreciate and10

we think it's productive to think about how to11

make everybody happy, sort of having a12

judicially suggested, even, way to mediate, I13

think is perhaps premature as that process is14

still going on.15

         THE COURT:           Right.  Well,16

all I'm saying, outside voice might be able to17

point out to the parties the strengths and18

weaknesses of this case and the broader19

picture as well.20

         The point is, it will take some21

effort, no question.  But, if we had a third22

party mediating, communicating with all23

interested parties, it might help formulate24

ultimate solutions that are acceptable to all25
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and which won't draw the challenge that the1

latest proposed solution has, I guess is what2

I'd say.3

         Now, that may not be possible.  Maybe4

the Plaintiffs will be satisfied only with, as5

you would put it, returning to 2010.  But, of6

course, you never know that until you sit7

down.8

         MR. DeVITO:          Just, we are not9

that intransigent.  We're willing to talk and10

reach an amicable conclusion.  And, even if,11

for some reason, city believes or mayor12

believes they cannot participate, there are13

other Defendants who could meet with the14

Plaintiffs on those issues.  There are15

separate claims against Defendants apart from16

the mayor who may have the city against them.17

         So, I think if something were to18

develop, dialogue with or without the mayor19

and city, other Defendants, I think, could20

meet with us, try to settle.21

         THE COURT:           Actually, that22

brings me to my final question.  Then I won't23

delay any of you any longer.  On the motion24

for preliminary injunction, what claim or25
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claims are you alleging you have a substantial1

likelihood of success on the merits that will2

justify the imposition of the preliminary3

injunction?4

         MR. DeVITO:          To be honest,5

Your Honor, taxpayers' suits under the6

statute, taxpayers' suits under the charter,7

under the common law and then, more8

specifically, on the breach of contract I9

alleged earlier, as intended third party10

beneficiaries of Lakewood Hospital.  It was11

for the employees and the residents.12

         And, according to 140.02, Revised13

Code talks about nonprofit associations and14

section 109.35 also speaks to those first15

counts in the complaint.16

         THE COURT:           So this proposed17

governmental action with which government18

disagrees, Plaintiffs filed lawsuit alleging,19

in essence, that their government is not20

enforcing its own rights and therefore21

Plaintiffs have to step in to enforce the22

contract.23

         What if Ed Graham's neighbor thinks24

the opposite, thinks specific performance25
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shouldn't be demanded.  Can that person also1

file lawsuit?2

         MR. DeVITO:          In this case,3

short answer is no.  What we have here is4

their rights.  This is not really stepping in5

and trying to --6

         THE COURT:           Or actually more7

the point -- I'm sorry for cutting you off --8

but, Ed Graham's neighbor is, by your9

description, also an intended beneficiary of10

this contract.  Can he also sue, then, for11

breach of contract, allege a different remedy?12

Can he sue for declaratory judgement, asking13

that LHA basically be let out of it or14

whatever?15

         MR. DeVITO:          I think that16

we're bound presently by documents and laws17

that are in place.  So, we're bound by the18

laws and the contracts that say they're going19

to manage and operate the hospital as we're20

trying to enforce those rights.  We're not21

trying to seek a change in laws to say we want22

to close the hospital.  I would not be here23

today.24

         THE COURT:           As intended25
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beneficiaries, you stated at least two causes1

of action; one's for declaratory judgement and2

two, to argue that the other party in the3

contract has breached the contract.4

         What if a neighbor who is also a5

resident, also intended beneficiary, has the6

opposite view, wants declaratory judgement7

that the contract has not been breached and8

will not be breached; why is one view superior9

to the other?10

         MR. DeVITO:          I don't think it11

is superior, Your Honor.  I think what we're12

trying to do is enforce the existing contract.13

Ultimately, what we're trying to do here is14

say there has been --15

         THE COURT:           Well, what about16

that?  What about once the lawsuit is decided,17

can't, the next day, another of the 50,00018

intended beneficiaries file lawsuit making19

similar claims?20

         MR. DeVITO:          No.21

         THE COURT:           How are we22

benefiting every intended beneficiary with23

this lawsuit?24

         MR. DeVITO:          I think like any25
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other class action, you have a class you1

represent.  The Court oversees it.  If it's2

fair and just, they issue a remedy and you're3

bound by it.  They want to come and object to4

something, they have the opportunity.5

         I think in your hypothetical, they're6

being protected by the Defendants and their7

counsel taking opposite positions that we're8

presenting as Plaintiff counsel.9

         THE COURT:           Well, it just10

occurs to me there are some number of11

unsettled legal issues here.  But, as I said,12

I won't deny a hearing.13

         I will ask, since we're on the14

record, something else that should have been15

mentioned today by the Plaintiff?16

         MR. DeVITO:          Not today.17

Although what was mentioned, motion for18

security, that was filed when I was out of19

town last week, June 30th.  Maybe have time to20

respond to that, 10 more days?21

         THE COURT:           What date do you22

want to do it?23

         MR. DeVITO:          24th.24

         THE COURT:           July?25
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         MR. DeVITO:          Yes.1

         THE COURT:           Anybody object2

to that?3

         MR. WOOLEY:          No, Your Honor.4

         MR. CAHILL:          No objection.5

         THE COURT:           Anything else6

that Lakewood Hospital Association wants to7

raise?8

         MR. HUNTSBERGER:     This is an9

independent board.  And, we're in the midst of10

beginning to negotiate master agreements.11

We're a long ways away from completing that.12

So, it's hard for me to understand how13

Plaintiffs' lawyer can make accusations that14

something has been determined already and try15

to get temporary restraining order on that16

basis or permanent injunction.17

         THE COURT:           I think Mr.18

DeVito's well aware Defendants are confident19

that his motion is not well founded.  But,20

from what I see of it, certainly not21

frivolous.  So, I do have to consider it.22

         Anything else that the city wanted to23

mention here today, Mr. Cahill?24

         MR. CAHILL:          No.  Thank you,25
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Your Honor.1

         THE COURT:           Anything else2

Cleveland Clinic wants to mention?3

         MR. WOOLEY:          No.  Thank you4

for your time, Your Honor.5

         THE COURT:           Same question,6

Mr. Ehrnfelt, anything else you want to7

mention?8

         MR. EHRNFELT:        Nothing further,9

Your Honor.10

         THE COURT:           Thank you.11

We're off the record.12

         (Thereupon Court adjourned.)13

                - - - -14

15
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          TUESDAY JULY 7, 20151

            MORNING SESSION2

                - - - -3

         THE COURT:           So we're on the4

record in Graham versus Lakewood, 846212.5

         At this point, I'm going to say most6

counsel are present.  As people wish to chime7

in or ask to chime in, we'll have everybody8

introduced on the record.9

         On July 7th, today, actually, maybe I10

should back up.  The Plaintiff is represented11

by Chris DeVito.12

         Mr. DeVito, a motion for temporary13

restraining order has been filed?14

         MR. DeVITO:          It has, Your15

Honor.16

         THE COURT:           Today, I gather?17

         MR. DeVITO:          It has and been18

accepted.19

         THE COURT:           So today the20

Plaintiff filed a motion for temporary21

restraining order and we are here on that, not22

necessarily for an evidentiary hearing, not23

necessarily for ex parte hearing, but we're on24

the record at my request, just because I'm25
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loath to have much, if any, discussions off1

the record.2

         So, other than the affidavit of Dr.3

Kilroy, Mr. DeVito, which was signed4

yesterday, but which recites a lot of things5

that have been done while, beginning 2010, as6

I recall, what information, what evidence is7

recited in the motion for temporary8

restraining order that wasn't available when9

you filed the lawsuit roughly, I forget, one10

or two months ago.11

         MR. DeVITO:          May this year,12

Your Honor.13

         Since that time, there have been14

other things that have been recited in the15

affidavit and motion, such as the mayor and16

city sent out a letter that they're still17

considering the proposition, although it still18

requires a change of Lakewood Hospital.19

         That came out since our initial20

filing this past Monday, yesterday.  There is21

another city council meeting and the law22

director, Kevin Butler's e-mail told them that23

the city council is planning on discussing the24

proposal, although it's expired, regarding the25
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letter of intent which is again to demolish,1

raze, transfer services.  These things have2

occurred since then.3

         Also, Dr. Kilroy's affidavit said he4

has learned and heard other services this5

month and next month planning to be moved to6

other hospitals.  He's willing to come in and7

testify live tomorrow or Friday.8

         He tried to be as detailed as he9

could for the Court and to opposing counsel.10

Those things were since learned and not able11

to get agreement with opposing counsel as we12

talked about off the record, to kind of13

maintain status quo, we could have this14

resolved on the merits.15

         THE COURT:           That leads me to16

my next question.  According to you, the17

status quo is Lakewood Hospital and its18

situation as of 2010.19

         MR. DeVITO:          Our position,20

Your Honor, is we want to make status quo the21

last rightful position.  So, I wanted to make22

sure that we got on the record saying that I23

understand that that may take some time in24

doing.  But, in the interim, we didn't, number25
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one, want any further wasting of the assets or1

moving of services or directions of current or2

future patients away from Lakewood Hospital3

and the rating of employees away from Lakewood4

Hospital.5

         So, at a minimum, we're seeking6

today, TRO, preliminary injunction to stop the7

wasting of the city assets any further.8

However, our position and request will be that9

the last rightful status quo would be as it10

was back in 2010 before there was any need to11

take services away.12

         THE COURT:           Page four,13

second full paragraph; wherefore, plaintiffs14

move for a temporary restraining order,15

omitting some words, to maintain and return16

the status quo as it existed from 1996,17

omitting some words, until 2010.18

         How is that even possible?19

         MR. DeVITO:          Well, as I said,20

two-fold motion for TRO.  First, we want to21

stop any further derogation and maintain the22

current status quo.  Our position is that the23

rightful status quo, the last peaceful and24

lawful status quo, goes back to 2010.25
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         I had a short discussion with1

opposing counsel.  We were kidding about which2

year to choose.  But, I think I wanted to let3

the Court know that minimum today, we're4

seeking TRO to stop further removal of5

services.6

         However, for the preliminary7

injunction and/or permanent injunction, we8

will be seeking the return of the services,9

rightfully and lawfully before the, our10

position is, fraudulent removal.11

         THE COURT:           Let's imagine12

that we have just concluded trial and the13

finder of fact has found in your favor every14

claim in every respect.15

         How is this remedy even possible?16

         MR. DeVITO:          It's very17

possible, Your Honor.  Services are18

contemplated being moved to other hospitals.19

         THE COURT:           Your notion20

would be then that a trustee or receiver,21

whatever title you want to give the person,22

would be appointed to oversee Lakewood23

Hospital and, in part, Cleveland Clinic and24

essentially reassemble staff, reassemble25
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services, reassemble equipment so that the1

hospital is offering the exact same services,2

although maybe updated by changes of3

technology, maybe they'll actually be better,4

but the exact same services that were5

available in 2010?6

         MR. DeVITO:          Similar.  As you7

said, there are certain introductions of8

technology and things have changed, but we9

would request that there are certain10

requirements and certainly other services11

ancillary, that are needed to support those12

required services to have the hospital be13

ongoing and sustainable.14

         THE COURT:           Well, I don't15

mean to ignore the particular character of a16

hospital.  Let's imagine a shopping mall where17

the anchor tenant, Macy's, wanted to move out18

and still has ten years on their lease.19

         Can Macy's be forced to stay in20

business for ten years?21

         MR. DeVITO:          Great question,22

Your Honor.  I'm not sure I know the answer to23

that.  Again, the hospital --24

         THE COURT:           Cleveland25
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Browns' lease.  They were required to play all1

their home games at the stadium.  That led to2

a settlement.3

         MR. DeVITO:          I'm not sure, to4

answer your question.  But, I'm not sure it's5

analogous.  A hospital is required, under 139,6

before changes are made, required to give 607

day notice.  This is a lot different than a8

shopping mall.9

         THE COURT:           I understand.10

That's what I started off by saying.  I don't11

mean to suggest they are identical.  But, they12

are analogous in that the Lakewood Hospital13

Association agreed to certain conditions in14

the lease, apparently, according to the15

complaint and is no longer interested in16

abiding by those conditions and probably17

understands if it breaches the agreement, it18

is on hook for damages.19

         But, how can the relief you seek even20

be administered?  Should I be telling the21

hospital what machines they should buy or not22

buy, what doctors they should hire, not hire,23

that sort of thing?24

         MR. DeVITO:          I believe remedy25
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can be fashioned.  I'm not sure it's Your1

Honor or to go back to the contract, documents2

that identified the required services and3

medical services that are to be provided.4

Essentially, we want them to live up to these5

terms unless there is good cause or reason to6

change.7

         THE COURT:           So, in other8

words, if a mandatory injunction saying,9

restore cardiac, restore neurology, restore10

this, restore that and then when that11

injunction is not abided by, other than12

contempt of Court, how do I force your13

opponents to actually staff the services,14

actually pay for the services, actually, I15

suppose, buy or transfer equipment and so on?16

         MR. DeVITO:          Well, I think17

the remedy is, you issue the order to do what18

they're supposed to do under the contract19

terms.  If they breach it, there is contempt20

and/or monetary damage that would flow.21

         It gives them the opportunity to22

abide by the Court order and to fulfill the23

contract terms as agreed to.24

         You're right.  I don't think they're25
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indentured servants for them to stay.  If they1

breach the contract, breach the Court order to2

abide by the contract terms, then there is3

remedies such as contempt and/or monetary4

damages.5

         THE COURT:           I recognize6

that.  But, I still don't know, I'm open to7

any answer on the question, although I sort of8

have an instinctual response or intuitive9

response, I don't know that the relief you're10

looking for is, as I said earlier, even if you11

are proven correct in any every factual12

respect, every claim in your complaint, I'm13

not sure relief, as a legal matter, can be14

entered.  In other words, I'm not sure the15

remedy you're looking for is a remedy16

available under the law.17

         MR. DeVITO:          What we're18

seeking is to have them perform under the19

terms of the agreement.  That's all we can do.20

         THE COURT:           It's one thing21

to say you agree to sell a lot of land at 9th22

and Euclid to so and so.  You breach that.23

Now I'm going to force you sign over that lot24

of land once you get your money.  It's one25
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thing to say that.  It's another thing to say1

you agree to run a hospital 30 years.  You2

agree to have this range of services staffed3

by this range of professionals.  Go ahead, do4

that.  I just don't know how, first of all, as5

a practical matter, real that is, but second,6

I'm not aware, I guess I'll say, of similar7

remedies being ordered by trial courts in8

similar circumstances in the past.9

         It would be beneficial if you find10

any cases where that occurred.11

         Essentially, I really think what12

you're asking is that the hospital be13

appointed to the equivalent of a receivership.14

         MR. DeVITO:          That's where I15

was going to go.  I think the appropriate16

procedure is to order the specific17

performance.  If they fail to abide by that,18

then we can find our own hospital19

administrator, take over LHA and we will run20

it as a hospital.21

         The city has, it was with another22

nonprofit entity and any expenses incurred23

from running it, is still obligated, as a24

member, to make sure that the cash/debt ratio25
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remains one to one.  If they choose not to1

abide by the specific terms of the contract2

and specific performance, then they'll be held3

liable if we operate at a loss, to cover those4

expenses.  We gave them the first opportunity5

to manage it, as they said themselves, in an6

efficient manner.7

         I will look for cases, Your Honor,8

for you.9

         THE COURT:           That would be10

helpful.  I think I want to know that.  As I11

said, I'm open to the possibilities.  But, it12

would be nice if those possibilities, as a13

legal matter, were buttressed by legal14

precedents, essentially.15

         MR. DeVITO:          For purposes of16

today's temporary restraining order, I think17

the order that we would seek and I can't18

remember, I have to look at the exact language19

order, I think it was more general.20

         THE COURT:           Here's what you21

asked here.  Another difficulty I have.  It is22

therefore ordered, omitting some words, that a23

temporary restraining order maintaining and24

returning the status quo -- let's stop right25
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there.  Those two things are opposites.  Well,1

they're not opposites, they're in conflict.2

Maintain the status quo means keeping things3

as they are.  Then you say, returning the4

status quo, which suggests you want to go back5

to 2010 or another year.6

         So, first of all, in order that the7

Defendants maintain and return to the status8

quo, itself, is unenforceable.  In any event,9

back to the order.  Maintaining and returning10

the status quo regarding Lakewood Hospital,11

open parenthesis, including its medical12

services, medical equipment, medical13

programming, employees, land and buildings,14

closed parenthesis and Lakewood Hospital15

Foundation assets shall be maintained by the16

Defendants until order of this Court.17

         How is that enforceable?18

         MR. DeVITO:          I guess what I19

have kept in there -- I thought maybe I took20

it out for the purpose of TRO -- we want to21

maintain, is what I'm trying to say.  I didn't22

know the returning language was in the23

proposed order.  That's what I'm going to say.24

Obviously, I was wrong.  But, for purposes of25
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TRO, we just want to maintain so there is no1

waste, further waste or transfer of assets or2

services.  So, that language is not as I had3

anticipated to serve the Court.4

         THE COURT:           How does that5

give notice to the Defendant what they can and6

cannot do?  What if they get, for example, a7

rehabilitation patient who they think needs to8

be moved to another facility?  Would they be9

in violation if they sent that person to10

another facility, since you have, one of your11

complaints is that they plan to remove the12

rehabilitation unit?13

         MR. DeVITO:          What we're14

saying is they should not remove the15

rehabilitation per further order of this16

Court.17

         THE COURT:           I understand.18

But, let's say, there is a rehabilitation19

patient at Lakewood now, who, in his doctor's20

discretion, they think he needs to go21

somewhere else because, well, for whatever22

reason.23

         Are you saying that would be a24

violation because he'd be removing that25
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person?  They're still going to be in rehab1

somewhere, but, for whatever reason, he won't2

be there at Lakewood because of medical3

judgement of the doctors.  Is that something4

they can do or --5

         MR. DeVITO:          I don't think I6

intended the relief to do that, Your Honor, to7

take away the doctor's discretion or ability8

to treat a patient.9

         However in the broader picture, the10

services that are being currently maintained,11

that's what we're trying to stop removing12

those services in the future that are13

currently still in operation now at Lakewood14

Hospital.15

         If it reads that way, that's not what16

I intended.  Obviously, I think we all deserve17

to have a doctor's recommendation of care18

facility and treatment and referrals,19

tertiary.  What we're trying to stop is20

wasting Lakewood's assets by removing any21

further programming or medical services that22

are currently in operation now at Lakewood23

Hospital.24

         THE COURT:           Thank you, Mr.25
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DeVito.1

         Do you have a position on this2

motion, Mr. Wooley or Miss Stratford, whoever3

is going to address the Court?4

         MR. WOOLEY:          We do, Your5

Honor.6

         On behalf of the Clinic, we think the7

motion is unfounded, for a lot of reasons that8

you were looking at, Your Honor.  But, we sort9

of skipped past a step, which is whether10

they're even the right party that can seek11

this.  So, we are in the process of preparing12

a motion to dismiss, which would educate the13

Court, we believe, on the likelihood of14

success on the merits of this.15

         We don't believe that taxpayers can16

maintain these claims because we believe it's,17

essentially, sort of seeking to shut down,18

interfere with the legislative process.  There19

is case law around that we don't think they20

can do it.21

         To the Court's analogy about Macy's22

and the mall, could someone make them stay23

there in operation?  It wouldn't be people who24

like to have a Macy's in their neighborhood or25
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people who like to shop at Macy's.  So, there1

is a whole threshold issue regarding their2

standing to ask for these things, which we3

think the Court should fully consider before4

even considering the propriety of potential5

relief, Your Honor.6

         THE COURT:           I lump that in7

with likelihood of success on the merits.8

But, I understand.9

         Well, here's what I'm going to do.10

Mr. DeVito, I cannot grant this, first of all,11

as ex parte, I can't grant TRO.  I'd be happy12

to afford you an evidentiary hearing.  It13

would be a hearing on motion for preliminary14

injunction.  This is captioned alternative15

motion for preliminary injunction.  So,16

knowing my feelings on the TRO, are you17

interested in scheduling some such event here?18

         MR. DeVITO:          We are, Your19

Honor.20

         THE COURT:           Do you have some21

sort of timeframe that you would suggest if22

you had your way?23

         MR. DeVITO:          Depending on24

everyone's schedule, end of next week, next25
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Friday, if that works for everybody.1

         THE COURT:           I cannot do it2

then.  My probable date is later in July.  I3

imagine with a little discussion, we can get a4

date.5

         Mr. Wooley and, I suppose, others,6

I'm not even going to ask for the sake of7

brevity here today, I assume others have8

positions on the motion, more or less similar.9

         Mr. Wooley, how long do you need to10

file, you call it a motion to dismiss.  You11

want to dismiss the complaint.  But, do you12

want to oppose the motion for preliminary13

injunction on, more or less, the same grounds?14

         Your motion to dismiss, actually,15

isn't that due like Friday?16

         MR. WOOLEY:          We have filed a17

motion for increasing the security which tied18

up some of the motion to dismiss arguments,19

but --20

         THE COURT:           I didn't see21

that.22

         MR. WOOLEY:          Our response is23

due, I understand.  But, it seems that the24

Court will have before it our position on the25
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likelihood of success on the merits.  We're1

going to file something on the merits later2

this week.3

         THE COURT:           So, you expect4

to have your motion to dismiss in by the end5

of this week?6

         MR. WOOLEY:          We do.  That's7

the due date.8

         THE COURT:           As a practical9

matter, that would constitute some large10

portion, if not all, of your brief in11

opposition to the motion for preliminary12

injunction.13

         MR. WOOLEY:          It would, Your14

Honor.  It would include the likelihood of15

success on the merits, damages, adequate16

security and those sorts of things, Your17

Honor.18

         THE COURT:           You're welcome19

to file a brief in opposition to the motion20

for preliminary injunction that says, at least21

in part, something like, for one of the22

reasons the preliminary injunction should be23

denied, please see our motion to dismiss filed24

such and such a date.25
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         I certainly don't want you to file,1

basically, the same motion twice.  But, you2

are entitled to an opportunity to oppose the3

motion for preliminary injunction, itself.4

         How long do you need to do that?5

         MR. WOOLEY:          May I have a6

moment, Your Honor?7

         Your Honor, I think we can get a8

response specific to opposing the motion for9

injunctive relief by the 17th or 20th.  I'm10

going to guess we probably want the latter11

one.12

         THE COURT:           One would13

imagine.14

         MR. WOOLEY:          Your Honor, I do15

want to say to the Court that if we do set the16

matter for a preliminary injunction hearing, I17

don't want to represent to this Court that by18

us picking a date, that we concede there19

should even be a hearing.  I believe20

preliminary injunction relief can be denied on21

paper, but before it's granted, there has to22

be a hearing under the rules.  But, we believe23

it could be denied on paper.24

         THE COURT:           But you expect25
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to be able to oppose it by July 20th?1

         MR. WOOLEY:          Yes, Your Honor.2

         THE COURT:           Okay.  I forget3

who represented who else.  Mr. Ehrnfelt, your4

client.5

         MR. EHRNFELT:        Your Honor, I6

represent Lakewood Hospital Foundation and Ken7

Haber.8

         THE COURT:           Did he have a9

dog in this fight?10

         MR. EHRNFELT:        No.  But,11

they're in the fight, Your Honor.12

         THE COURT:           Well, if you13

wish to oppose the motion for preliminary14

injunction, in writing, by when can you do so?15

         MR. EHRNFELT:        I would follow16

the same schedule as counsel for the clinic.17

         THE COURT:           July 20th?18

         MR. EHRNFELT:        Yes, sir.19

         MR. HUNTSBERGER:     Jeff Huntsberger20

from McDonald, Hopkins representing LHA.  20th21

works for us.22

         THE COURT:           Mr. DeVito, July23

20th, as far as you're concerned, too long for24

them to oppose?25
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         MR. DeVITO:          No, Your Honor.1

         THE COURT:           So, that is2

granted.  Are you going to want to submit a3

reply brief before any evidentiary hearing?4

         MR. DeVITO:          Depending when5

we schedule it, I would, yes, Your Honor.6

         THE COURT:           Well, you get a7

sense of what issues are going to be raised,8

probably know what they were when you filed9

the motion, even without seeing their briefs10

in opposition.  What do you think, 27th or11

31st?12

         As the likely finder of fact at the13

evidentiary hearing on the motion for PI, it14

would be helpful to know exactly what relief15

you want.  Something less general than16

maintaining the status quo.17

         MR. DeVITO:          Yeah.  I think18

the problem was "maintaining the status quo",19

without itemizing all of the current medical20

services being offered at Lakewood Hospital21

and not to transfer or remove those in the22

interim.  That's really the proper order.  The23

relief I think we're seeking is for programs24

and medical services currently --25
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         THE COURT:           You want an1

order that is enforceable.  It's not2

enforceable.  It's too vague to be enforced.3

         But, you know more about what is or4

isn't offered at the hospital, what's5

threatened to not be offered and so on, than I6

do.  But, my intuition is that the more vague7

the proposed order, the less chance it has of8

being granted.  Certainly when it comes time9

to enforce it, you're going to have difficulty10

proving a violation.11

         But, that's just by way of12

suggestion.  And, we're talking about whether13

you want to file a reply brief once your14

opponents oppose the motion.  So, I mention15

the possibility of coming in with a different16

proposed order as one reason you might want to17

file a reply brief.18

         But, having said that, first, do you19

want to file a reply, having some sense of20

what the opposition is going to say and, if21

so, by which do you wish?22

         MR. DeVITO:          I believe July23

31st would be good date.  I will also submit24

an amended proposed order with more specifics,25
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based upon the Court's direction today.1

         THE COURT:           It would be best2

to give me at least a couple days to look at3

everything once it's in.4

         MR. CAHILL:          Judge, for the5

record, Rob Cahill representing the City of6

Lakewood.  In fairness to Defendants, we7

should be able to see the proposed amended8

order before we file our brief in opposition.9

Could we set the schedule so that the amended10

order is filed first, then our brief in11

opposition is filed?12

         THE COURT:           I surmised, as13

of the current state of affairs, one of your14

arguments in opposition would be that the15

Plaintiffs have requested relief that is so16

nebulous as to be unattainable.  I don't know17

for sure that would be one of your arguments,18

but I think it would be.  If it is, you may19

reply by saying something like, the proposed20

order attached to the motion was hastily21

drafted.  Here is what I really want.22

         MR. WOOLEY:          Your Honor, in23

that case, we would just ask, after he files24

his proposed order, if we may respond to the25
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proposed order in writing prior to that.1

         I want to be loud and clear, they're2

not the proper party to bring this case and3

seek this relief.  That's going to be4

initially what we're going to lead off with.5

         THE COURT:           Counsel, it's6

newly briefed.  I do, Mr. DeVito, reserve the7

right to deny it upon all the written8

materials.  But, we should set an evidentiary9

hearing.  I'm thinking the week of the 10th or10

17th of August.  Do you envision many11

witnesses?12

         MR. DeVITO:          Not many, just a13

few, Your Honor.14

         THE COURT:           Do you have some15

ballpark estimate how long you expect your16

presentation to be?17

         MR. DeVITO:          Probably an hour18

and a half.19

         THE COURT:           Cleveland Clinic20

counsel, I'll address them first.  I'm not21

sure you necessarily are the ones with the22

greatest interests in opposing the motion.23

         Anybody on the defense see, do you24

imagine any witnesses of your own if we do25
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have an evidentiary hearing?1

         MR. CAHILL:          Yes, Your Honor.2

         THE COURT:           Can you ballpark3

how long -- you represent the city?4

         MR. CAHILL:          I do.5

         THE COURT:           How long the6

city would need for their presentation?7

         MR. CAHILL:          I would8

anticipate somewhere in the ballpark of two9

hours.10

         THE COURT:           How about11

Cleveland Clinic?12

         MS. STRATFORD:       Tracy Stratford13

on behalf of the Cleveland Clinic.  Your14

Honor, I would say depending what the15

Plaintiffs presentation is, if we have to get16

into the rendering of medical services, we17

would have doctors coming in and testifying18

about how this is not in the patients'19

interests, how it does harm the patient.20

         So, that whole component how it21

harms, causes more harm, that could be hours22

worth of testimony, depending what they put23

on.  I would say 4 to 5 hours of testimony.24

         THE COURT:           Would you25
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expect, Mr. DeVito, your presentation is1

basically outlined in Dr. Kilroy's affidavit?2

         MR. DeVITO:          Generally3

speaking, yes, Your Honor.4

         THE COURT:           So you're aware5

of that.  How about Lakewood Hospital6

Association?7

         MR. HUNTSBERGER:     I would say a8

couple hours.9

         THE COURT:           How about10

Lakewood Hospital Foundation?11

         MR. EHRNFELT:        Same, Your12

Honor, although I think all of these13

timeframes seem understated.  You know how14

these hearings go.15

         THE COURT:           Right.  I'm just16

looking for a rough estimate.17

         Okay, couple days at the most.  I'm18

looking at maybe Thursday, August 14th.19

         MR. WOOLEY:          I have that as20

Friday, the 14th.21

         THE COURT:           I'm sorry, I'm22

looking right at the calendar.  It says23

Thursday the 13th.24

         I'm thinking Thursday, August 13th.25
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How are you looking, Mr. DeVito?1

         MR. DeVITO:          That's fine,2

Your Honor.3

         THE COURT:           Anybody not make4

it?5

         MR. CAHILL:          Judge, aside6

from our calendars, we've got witnesses who we7

have no idea whether they're available or not;8

mayor, city council president --9

         THE COURT:           Sometimes that's10

the case.  I prefer to get agreed dates where11

everybody knows they can make it.  But,12

preliminary injunction, by rule, is going to13

be dealt with.  So, I'm not asking you --14

here's, I guess, what I'm saying.  I reserve15

the right to force a date on you.  Let me ask16

you this.  Are you personally available those17

dates?18

         MR. CAHILL:          Yes.19

         MR. WOOLEY:          Yes.20

         MR. DeVITO:          Yes.21

         THE COURT:           If a continuance22

is needed or wanted, then file an appropriate23

motion with the appropriate reasons.24

         It would be tough to include every25
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potential participant in our scheduling.1

Let's say 9:00 in the morning.2

         Have the parties, to the extent they3

can, tried to mediate the issues?4

         MR. DeVITO:          As you heard, I5

think there is a large gap here.  They're6

saying we don't have standing, yet until the7

issues gets resolved, I don't think they're8

going to want to talk, sit and talk with us9

because they haven't to date.10

         MR. WOOLEY:          Your Honor, if I11

may.  That is not to say there isn't a process12

that's happening where people are considering13

things and city council, where people are14

showing up, talking to people to make15

decisions.16

         The proper setting and forum is17

Lakewood City Hall.18

         THE COURT:           That's why I was19

wondering whether the Plaintiffs, residents of20

Lakewood, constituents of the mayor,21

constituents of some of the various council22

members -- do the Plaintiffs have23

representatives who can speak with one voice24

for the Plaintiffs, who are interested in25
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communicating with council and the executive1

panel?2

         MR. DeVITO:          I think we have3

one or two that will be able to speak as a4

voice, for short responses.  There has been a5

motion to set security because one of the6

allegations in there was there are only 57

Plaintiffs filing the suit.8

         As the Court knows, hundreds, if not9

thousands of people have signed.  It's not10

just these "5" plaintiffs here.  There have11

been a lot of individuals and professionals12

that would review this issue on breach of13

contract that we're pursuing here.14

         Having said that, there are two of15

the Plaintiffs, I believe Marguerite Harkness16

and Ed Graham, I think both those people would17

be willing to act as, speak as one voice for18

the Plaintiff.19

         I just want to state, just so it's20

not left unresponded to, Mr. Wooley said these21

Plaintiffs are not intended beneficiaries.  I22

think the ordinance in place specifically23

designates not only the residents, but also24

the employees of Lakewood Hospital to be the25
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intended beneficiaries, going back to the1

1930's and 1950's.2

         I don't know how he can say that3

Lakewood Hospital is not an intended4

beneficiary of the residents and the5

employees, but I'll see their brief on Friday6

and be able to respond.7

         THE COURT:           All right.8

         MR. DeVITO:          Having said9

that, I'm willing to sit down and talk with10

representatives of the legislature or the11

parties' counsel, along with one or two of the12

named Plaintiffs who can speak, I believe, on13

behalf of Save Lakewood Hospital.14

         THE COURT:           Is there15

precedent, Mr. Cahill, for including16

non-council members in executive session,17

which I suppose might include discussions of18

settlement?19

         Has council gone into executive20

session on the subject of dealings with LHA21

and LHF?22

         MR. CAHILL:          Your Honor, that23

would have been done by Law Director Kevin24

Butler.  I personally have no knowledge25
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whether that's accurate or not.1

         THE COURT:           Okay.  Well, I2

guess you could deal with that, if the parties3

want to include, if council and the mayor want4

to include, outside of the regular council5

meeting, a representative or representatives6

of the Plaintiffs, in this case and discuss7

their option for the future.8

         MR. CAHILL:          I have limited9

understanding of the Sunshine Law.  I do10

believe that would be covered under one of11

these, permitting them to go into executive12

session.13

         THE COURT:           In other words,14

you think, but you're not going to assure me15

because you don't know in detail that all16

discussions about the future of Lakewood17

Hospital have been open to the public so far.18

         MR. CAHILL:          My19

understanding, meetings --20

         THE COURT:           You have been21

accused of meeting in secret.22

         MR. CAHILL:          I understand23

that.  I believe that may be more directed24

towards the Hospital Association more than25
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City council.  But, Plaintiffs have been, as1

all citizens are, have been invited and2

welcome to these meetings to discuss these3

topics with their elected representatives.  I4

know those meetings continue.5

         MR. DeVITO:          Your Honor, city6

council has said, we're considering getting7

property, we can go into executive session.8

But, at the same time, said, we're discussing9

in the executive session what we consider10

still to be the proposal from Cleveland11

Clinic, although it expired.  So, they have12

been doing both.  I think that's another whole13

issue.  They've been going to executive14

session on the issue of considering a proposal15

from the Cleveland Clinic that has been16

expired and they say they're going into17

executive session considering sale of land,18

too.  But, it's more than just that.  They19

should not be using it as a stronghold to go20

into executive session on this issue.21

         THE COURT:           Wouldn't22

executive session be allowable if part of the23

discussion was to consider their next move in24

connection with the Lakewood Hospital25
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Association and/or Cleveland Clinic1

Foundation?2

         MR. DeVITO:          I think you can,3

in certain circumstances, go into executive4

session.  What we're trying to do is to open5

the doors, have a dialogue.6

         THE COURT:           I may have7

gotten onto a sidetrack.  I shouldn't have.  I8

only mention it because I was thinking about a9

council meeting with one or two residents who10

also happen to be Plaintiffs here and whether11

Plaintiff counsel can do that without allowing12

any other residents, who have interest, to be13

present.14

         In other words, if the parties were15

specifically mediating this lawsuit and by the16

parties, I mean, in this case, the law17

director or the mayor and I think you18

mentioned at least one council person.19

         MR. DeVITO:          Just the mayor.20

         THE COURT:           I thought you21

named a member or more of council.  Maybe22

that's not a problem, then.  The mayor can23

meet with anyone privately, right?24

         MR. DeVITO:          Executive25
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session?  I'm not quite up on that law.  I'm1

not going to --2

         THE COURT:           My off-the-cuff3

guess is that he can meet with whoever he4

wants, without including everybody else in the5

meeting.6

         I might also suggest, his name comes7

to mind because he's former counsel for8

Cleveland Clinic Hospital, that the parties9

might benefit by the services of, Judge Jim10

McMonagle.  He comes to mind as a person who11

might be able to, I hate to use the term, who12

might be able to talk some sense into both13

sides, if you want to get --14

         MR. WOOLEY:          Your Honor, I15

will just add, this is part of the process.16

There is, as I understand it, also a group of17

people very much behind the other side of this18

issue, citizen group of people who, if they19

were disappointed with the way they thought it20

was going, I don't think they would have21

standing, either, to bring the case right now22

either.23

         And, if you are to suggest that, I24

know you're suggesting, you're not ordering,25
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we have some obligation to mediate with this1

group of folks before the legislative process,2

then that other group is sort of like carved3

out.4

         So, I think our position is still5

that while the process is working, I6

understand there are city council meetings7

this week with a lot of people from both sides8

of the issue talking to, still, undecided city9

council persons that, while we appreciate and10

we think it's productive to think about how to11

make everybody happy, sort of having a12

judicially suggested, even, way to mediate, I13

think is perhaps premature as that process is14

still going on.15

         THE COURT:           Right.  Well,16

all I'm saying, outside voice might be able to17

point out to the parties the strengths and18

weaknesses of this case and the broader19

picture as well.20

         The point is, it will take some21

effort, no question.  But, if we had a third22

party mediating, communicating with all23

interested parties, it might help formulate24

ultimate solutions that are acceptable to all25
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and which won't draw the challenge that the1

latest proposed solution has, I guess is what2

I'd say.3

         Now, that may not be possible.  Maybe4

the Plaintiffs will be satisfied only with, as5

you would put it, returning to 2010.  But, of6

course, you never know that until you sit7

down.8

         MR. DeVITO:          Just, we are not9

that intransigent.  We're willing to talk and10

reach an amicable conclusion.  And, even if,11

for some reason, city believes or mayor12

believes they cannot participate, there are13

other Defendants who could meet with the14

Plaintiffs on those issues.  There are15

separate claims against Defendants apart from16

the mayor who may have the city against them.17

         So, I think if something were to18

develop, dialogue with or without the mayor19

and city, other Defendants, I think, could20

meet with us, try to settle.21

         THE COURT:           Actually, that22

brings me to my final question.  Then I won't23

delay any of you any longer.  On the motion24

for preliminary injunction, what claim or25
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claims are you alleging you have a substantial1

likelihood of success on the merits that will2

justify the imposition of the preliminary3

injunction?4

         MR. DeVITO:          To be honest,5

Your Honor, taxpayers' suits under the6

statute, taxpayers' suits under the charter,7

under the common law and then, more8

specifically, on the breach of contract I9

alleged earlier, as intended third party10

beneficiaries of Lakewood Hospital.  It was11

for the employees and the residents.12

         And, according to 140.02, Revised13

Code talks about nonprofit associations and14

section 109.35 also speaks to those first15

counts in the complaint.16

         THE COURT:           So this proposed17

governmental action with which government18

disagrees, Plaintiffs filed lawsuit alleging,19

in essence, that their government is not20

enforcing its own rights and therefore21

Plaintiffs have to step in to enforce the22

contract.23

         What if Ed Graham's neighbor thinks24

the opposite, thinks specific performance25
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shouldn't be demanded.  Can that person also1

file lawsuit?2

         MR. DeVITO:          In this case,3

short answer is no.  What we have here is4

their rights.  This is not really stepping in5

and trying to --6

         THE COURT:           Or actually more7

the point -- I'm sorry for cutting you off --8

but, Ed Graham's neighbor is, by your9

description, also an intended beneficiary of10

this contract.  Can he also sue, then, for11

breach of contract, allege a different remedy?12

Can he sue for declaratory judgement, asking13

that LHA basically be let out of it or14

whatever?15

         MR. DeVITO:          I think that16

we're bound presently by documents and laws17

that are in place.  So, we're bound by the18

laws and the contracts that say they're going19

to manage and operate the hospital as we're20

trying to enforce those rights.  We're not21

trying to seek a change in laws to say we want22

to close the hospital.  I would not be here23

today.24

         THE COURT:           As intended25
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beneficiaries, you stated at least two causes1

of action; one's for declaratory judgement and2

two, to argue that the other party in the3

contract has breached the contract.4

         What if a neighbor who is also a5

resident, also intended beneficiary, has the6

opposite view, wants declaratory judgement7

that the contract has not been breached and8

will not be breached; why is one view superior9

to the other?10

         MR. DeVITO:          I don't think it11

is superior, Your Honor.  I think what we're12

trying to do is enforce the existing contract.13

Ultimately, what we're trying to do here is14

say there has been --15

         THE COURT:           Well, what about16

that?  What about once the lawsuit is decided,17

can't, the next day, another of the 50,00018

intended beneficiaries file lawsuit making19

similar claims?20

         MR. DeVITO:          No.21

         THE COURT:           How are we22

benefiting every intended beneficiary with23

this lawsuit?24

         MR. DeVITO:          I think like any25
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other class action, you have a class you1

represent.  The Court oversees it.  If it's2

fair and just, they issue a remedy and you're3

bound by it.  They want to come and object to4

something, they have the opportunity.5

         I think in your hypothetical, they're6

being protected by the Defendants and their7

counsel taking opposite positions that we're8

presenting as Plaintiff counsel.9

         THE COURT:           Well, it just10

occurs to me there are some number of11

unsettled legal issues here.  But, as I said,12

I won't deny a hearing.13

         I will ask, since we're on the14

record, something else that should have been15

mentioned today by the Plaintiff?16

         MR. DeVITO:          Not today.17

Although what was mentioned, motion for18

security, that was filed when I was out of19

town last week, June 30th.  Maybe have time to20

respond to that, 10 more days?21

         THE COURT:           What date do you22

want to do it?23

         MR. DeVITO:          24th.24

         THE COURT:           July?25
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         MR. DeVITO:          Yes.1

         THE COURT:           Anybody object2

to that?3

         MR. WOOLEY:          No, Your Honor.4

         MR. CAHILL:          No objection.5

         THE COURT:           Anything else6

that Lakewood Hospital Association wants to7

raise?8

         MR. HUNTSBERGER:     This is an9

independent board.  And, we're in the midst of10

beginning to negotiate master agreements.11

We're a long ways away from completing that.12

So, it's hard for me to understand how13

Plaintiffs' lawyer can make accusations that14

something has been determined already and try15

to get temporary restraining order on that16

basis or permanent injunction.17

         THE COURT:           I think Mr.18

DeVito's well aware Defendants are confident19

that his motion is not well founded.  But,20

from what I see of it, certainly not21

frivolous.  So, I do have to consider it.22

         Anything else that the city wanted to23

mention here today, Mr. Cahill?24

         MR. CAHILL:          No.  Thank you,25
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Your Honor.1

         THE COURT:           Anything else2

Cleveland Clinic wants to mention?3

         MR. WOOLEY:          No.  Thank you4

for your time, Your Honor.5

         THE COURT:           Same question,6

Mr. Ehrnfelt, anything else you want to7

mention?8

         MR. EHRNFELT:        Nothing further,9

Your Honor.10

         THE COURT:           Thank you.11

We're off the record.12

         (Thereupon Court adjourned.)13

                - - - -14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
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                       I, Jeniffer L. Tokar, Official2

     Court Reporter for the Court of Common3

     Pleas, Cuyahoga County, Ohio, do hereby4

     certify that as such reporter I took down5

     in stenotype all of the proceedings had in6

     said Court of Common Pleas in the7

     above-entitled cause; that I have8

     transcribed my said stenotype notes into9

     typewritten form, as appears in the10

     foregoing Transcript of Proceedings; that11

     said transcript is a complete record of the12

     proceedings had in the trial of said cause13

     and constitutes a true and correct14

     Transcript of Proceedings had therein.15
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PHILLIPS & CO., L.P.A. 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS AT LAW

P.O. Box 269

Avon Lake, OH 44012

440) 933 -9142

Fax. No. (440) 930 -0747

July 16, 2015

Mary Hagan
Clerk of Council Re: Proposed Charter

City of Lakewood Amendment, New Section

12650 Detroit Ave. Lakewood Hospital Voter Approval

Lakewood, Ohio 44107

Dear Ms. Hagan: 

Please be advised that I represent the Committee for the Proposed Charter

Amendment, New Section Lakewood Hospital Voter Approval. Attached hereto is a

certified copy of the proposed Charter Amendment, New Section Lakewood Hospital

Voter Approval being filed with you prior to the circulation of the proposed charter

amendment. Please acknowledge receipt by signing below. 

Sincerely yours, 

4,, 

Gerald W. Phillips

Acknowledgement and Receipt of certified copy of proposed Charter Amendment New
Section Lakewood Hospital Voter Approval

Clerk of Coun it -Mary Hagan

By Culn y

Name Tie Dated
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State of Ohio

Affidavit

Cuyahoga County

I, Edward M. Graham, being first duly sworn, based upon my own personal knowledge, 
depose and state: that Exhibit A attached and made a part hereof, is a true and accurate

copy of the proposed Charter Amendment, New Section Lakewood Hospital Voter

Approval to be circulated and submitted to the electors of the City of Lakewood for their
approval. 

Edward M. Graham

Sworn to and subscribed to before me a notary public this 16th day of July 2015. 

Notary Public

Attorney at Law
No expiration date

ORC § 147.03
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Lakewood Charter Amendment

New Section: Lakewood Hospital Voter Approval

No ordinance passed by Council, exercising any legislative authority with respect to

Lakewood Hospital, that would cause Lakewood Hospital, in whole or in part, to no longer be a

full time and full service hospital and medical facility providing, without limitation, inpatient

diagnostic, medical, surgical, and psychiatric care for a continuous period longer than twenty -four

hours, shall take effect until such ordinance is approved by a majority vote of the electors of the

City of Lakewood at a general election. Said general Ofection shall be held not less than ninety

90) days and not more than one hundred fifty (150) days after the ordinance is passed by Council. 

If there is no such general election within that time frame, then such ordinance shall be presented

to the voters for their approval at a special election to be held within such time frame. 

Such ordinances shall include, without limitation, any and all actions for the sale, lease, 

lease extension or renewal, sublease, management, closure, abandonment, demolition, or definitive

agreement, contract, or agreement, that would cause Lakewood Hospital, in whole or in part, to no

longer be a full time and full service hospital and medical facility providing, without limitation, 

inpatient diagnostic, medical, surgical, and psychiatric care for a continuous period longer than

twenty-four hours. 

This charter amendment provision shall be liberally construed to protect, preserve, and

safeguard Lakewood Hospital as a full time and full service hospital and medical facility providing, 

without limitation, inpatient diagnostic, medical, surgical, and psychiatric care for a continuous

period longer than twenty-four hours, through the elective process by means of a vote of the

electors of the City of Lakewood. 

The provisions ofthis Section to the extent that it conflicts with or is inconsistent with any

other provisions of the City Charter, shall supersede and control over any and all such other

provisions of the City Charter. 

1
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DRAFT Proposed Communications Strategy 

11-30-15 

 

 

Why the decision to bring in a communications counsel (consultant)?  

 We know how important it is to communicate with clarity exactly what this 

agreement means for Lakewood.  It is a complex agreement forged over 

months of meetings and negotiations.   

 There has been a great deal of confusion as the issues became highly 

politicized over the last several months.   

 We want to do better and we believe Eileen can help us, because she has 

spent years in health care communications—first as a medical reporter and 

then working in hospital communications.   

 We have asked Eileen to help us boil down complex issues into clear 

messaging that is meaningful to the public.  She knows the latest trends in health care, has worked with all of the region’s health care providers at some 
point in her career, and she has lived in Lakewood for more than 30 years. 

 Eileen is working with the administration and with Council to understand all 

the issues and viewpoints that have led to the agreement being put forth.   

 

Immediate Timeline: 

 

Monday, November 29, 2015 

 Present Council and administration with draft messaging (still in preliminary 

form as the agreement continues to be refined) 

 Gather feedback from Council and administration for continued editing of 

messaging 

o Each representative should provide a quote/comment regarding ONE 

or TWO items in the agreement that most resonates with him/her and 

why. 

o Each representative should provide ONE OR TWO question(s) they 

anticipate being asked by constituents.   

 

Monday, December 7, 2015 

 Media Briefing at 5pm at City Hall to prepare reporters for the first reading of 

the agreement at Council meeting. 

o Mayor and each Council member provided opportunity to speak at 

briefing (2-3 minutes each) 

 Distribution of press release/key messages at media briefing, on City’s 
website and through social media channels.   

 

Tuesday, December 8, 2015 

 Submission to PD/Cleveland.com a 700-800 word commentary on the 

agreement, its highlights and implications for the provision of health care in 

Lakewood, defining population health management and why/how it works.   
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Effect of Master Agreement Restrictive Covenant Provisions  
 

The language of the Master Agreement: 5.3 Use Protection on Current Hospital Site. As part of the consideration for the Clinic’s acquisition of the FHC Site 

and its commitments regarding the FHC and no later than the termination date of the 1996 Lease with respect to the Current Hospital Site, a restrictive covenant 

(the “Covenant”) will be placed on the Current Hospital Site. Pursuant to the Covenant, (i) no Covered Hospital (defined below) may be operated on the Current 

Hospital Site and (ii) no Health Care System Provider (defined below) will be permitted to operate or manage a health care facility or service, and no signage 

identifying such Health Care System Provider will be permitted, on the Current Hospital Site without the Clinic’s prior written consent while the Clinic owns and 

operates the FHC. For purposes of clarity, the parties agree that (a) clause (ii) above does not restrict the activities of independent physician groups, licensed 

provider groups or other non-Health Care System Providers, and (b) the Covenant does not restrict any activity of Covered Hospitals, Health Care System 

Providers or any other party at any location other than the Current Hospital Site. For purposes of this paragraph, a “Covered Hospital” means the following 

types of hospitals as described by The Joint Commission in its publicly available material: general, oncology, and specialty and “Health Care System Provider” 

means an organization that owns, operates or manages one or more Covered Hospitals. In the event the Clinic ceases to own or operate the FHC, the Covenant 

shall terminate and the Clinic shall execute all documents reasonably necessary to release the Covenant, including executing a release to be recorded in the real 

property records. 

 

What Requires Prior Approval of Cleveland Clinic  What Does Not Require Prior Approval of Cleveland Clinic 

General hospitals
†
 operated by anyone Outpatient health care facilities operated by independent physician groups and licensed 

provider groups 

Oncology hospitals
†
 operated by anyone Children’s hospitals

†
 operated by independent physician groups and licensed provider groups 

Specialty (that is, cardiac, orthopedic and surgical) hospitals
†
 

operated by anyone 

Long-term acute care hospitals
†
 operated by independent physician groups and licensed 

provider groups 

Any health care facilities operated by health care systems 

operating at least one of the above types of hospitals 

Psychiatry hospitals
†
 operated by independent physician groups and licensed provider groups 

Signage identifying any health care systems operating at least one 

of the above types of hospitals 

Rehabilitation hospitals
†
 operated by independent physician groups and licensed provider 

groups 

 Any other types of hospitals (that are not general, oncology or specialty hospitals)
†
 operated 

by independent physician groups and licensed provider groups 

Signage identifying any of the above hospitals or health care facilities 

Any hospitals or health care facilities operated elsewhere in Lakewood (that is, not on the 

current 5.7-acre Lakewood Hospital site) by anyone, including the Cleveland Clinic, its local 

competitors, and any other health care providers 

Any hospitals or health care facilities operated on the current 5.7-acre Lakewood Hospital 

site by anyone, including the Cleveland Clinic, its local competitors, and any other health 

care providers, if the Clinic no longer owns and operates the Lakewood family health center 

† 
Types of hospitals are governed by the Joint Commission on the accreditation of health care organizations.  See 

www.jointcommission.org/mobile/accreditation/hospital.aspx.  
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